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Information. 

Here are the media clips we've 
collected so far on the Salton Sea 
project. 

The clipping service we use 
will usually lag about a month 
behind, so I would expect more 
stories about the project will 
show up sometime near the end 
of November. 

I'll keep you posted. And I'm 
still trying to obtain a copy of 
the news broadcast from the Yuma 
television station. 

Vfe also had another TV station call 
about the project. KSMB (the CBS 
affiliate in San Diego) wants to 
come out to the jobsite and do a 
story when we conduct the next 
press tour. 

10/29/84 Gary Frintz 
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Status of Geothermal Deep Well Experiment 

The Department i s proceeding with a competitive so l i c i t a t ion to provide a 
deep well in the Salton Sea geothermal area for sc ient i f ic invest igat ions. 
Several responses are expected. The RFP release i s planned for mid March, 
with contract award expected by the end of July. Planning for sc ient i f ic 
experiments associated with the well i s under way. 
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Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project 

Description 

The objective of the project is to penetrate the roots of a known geothermal 
system in the Salton Trough, Imperial County, California by drilling a new 
well or deepening an existing one 6000 feet beyond the depth at which a 
temperature of 300°C is reached. The well will allow tests and measurements 
to be performed for determination of the nature of potential reservoirs that 
underlie a known high temperature hydrothermal reservoir. A better under
standing of the genesis and structure of hydrothermal resources will be 
achieved, and theories that the nation's hydrothermal resources are far 
larger than previously estimated will be assessed. It is also the intention 
of the project to make the well available for scientific measurements for a 
limited time during drilling and for about one year after completion. The 
science community wishes to characterize the natural system in order to 
achieve expanded knowledge and understanding of the uppermost part of the 
earth's crust to address scientific and societal problems. 

Background 

The project is a congressionally mandated initiative for which $5.9 million 
was appropriated in FY 1984 funds. Only the drilling operation was funded. 
Scientific testing and experimentation was not covered. Congress expected the 
project to be a sole source procurement. However, this was not possible. 
A request for proposals was Issued on March 14 to attract bidders. 

Status 

Proposals were received on May 4, 1984 at the DOE's San Francisco Operations 
Office. They were evaluated May 7-9, 1984. Selection of a potential 
contractor for negotiation is expected by June 6, 1984, with contract 
execution projected by July 31, 1984. A ground-breaking ceremony is 
planned in conjunction with Geothermal Program Review III to be held at 
El Centro, California, October 16-19, 1984. Drilling of the well is 
expected to commence early in 1985. Scientific tests, measurements and 
experimentation will continue for about one year after well completion 
in mld-1985. Milestones are subject to change, (1) during contract 
negotiations; and (2) to enhance the project value during operations, as 
determined by the project management structure. 
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Aspects Meriting Secretary's Attention 

1. The project, funded and managed through DOE/ASCE, can only be 
successful if fully coordinated with NSF, USGS and DOE/OER to meet 
the science objectives. 

2. The project is one of the first wells of opportunity in the National 
Academy's program of Continental Scientific Drilling. Others may be 
funded through DOE/ASCE's geothermal program because GHTD Is 
developing the technology base (drilling, instrumentation, geosciences) 
to make them practicable. 

3. OSTP has expressed high interest, and the project has high visibility 
throughout the science community. 
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Oil & Gas Journal 
October 29, 1984 

Drilling to assess deep geothermal resource 
The U.S. >i;overnment and industry 
h.ive launched a project to tap the 
diep'-'r potential of California's biy 
geothermal resource with what will be 
one of the hottest Rcothermal wells 
drilled in the U.S. 

Department of Energy let a S5.i 
million contract to Bechlel National 
Inc.. a unit of Bechtel Engineers & 
Constructors, to spearhead a program 
to gather geological/geochemical data 
from and assess the resource potential 
of deep geothermal reservoirs near the 
Salton Sea in California's Imperial 
Valley. 

Project drilling is expected to en
counter high temperatures, pressures, 
and salinities in combinations never 
before dealt with, Bechtel says. 

Geothermal e.xperts have dubbed 
the Imperial Valley the "Saudi Ara
bia" of ueothermaLpower potential. A 
number of projects have been 
launched in recent years to tap the 
huge geothermal potential in the val
ley (OG|, Mav 3, 1982, p. 91). 

Deeper reservoir potential in the 
Imperial Vallev could yield 25 million 
kw of geothermal electric power ca-
patitv during the next 50 years vs. 
current shallow reserves potential 
there of about 5-7 million kw. savs 
Robert W. Rex, president and chief 
evecutive officer ot Republic Geother
mal Int.. Santa Fe Springs, Calii. 

Moreover, DOE savs the Bechtel 
contract may represent the first oi a 
gosernmcnt sponsored series of U.S. 
research efforts under the joint 
DOEU.S. Geological Survev Na
tional Science Foundation continental 
scientific drilling program, which en
tails other exploration and studv oi the 
earth's crust. 

Project details. Bechlel's contract 
covers planning and managing the 
Salton Sea drilling program; data ac-
f|uisition, design, and construction of 
a geothermal brine treatment plant; 
and comprehensive resource assess
ment. 

Plans call for drilling of two wells, 
one to reinject the hot geothermal 
brine. Well sites would be provided 
bv Kcnnecott, a unit of Standard Oil 
Co. (Ohiol. 

Preliminary engineering is under 
way in Bechtel's San Francisco of
fices, with well drilling expected to 
start in February 1985. Drilling would 
be completed next )une and flow test
ing wrapped up the following August. 
Resource evaluation would continue 
through (Xtober 1985, and the site 
would be closed Mav 1986. 

Drilling will go out for bid during ' 
December and January, with the 
award ex|)ected at the end of January. 

The exploratorv well would extend 
thrtjugh the geothermal reservoir in 
the Niland area to 6,000 ft below the 
300"' C. isotherm at about 4.000 ft—a 
likelv total depth ot about 10,000 ft. 
Brine salinities are expected to be 
250.000-300,000 mg I. The well is 
programmed to tap the area where 
sul)surface magma comes into contact 
with an underground ariuifer. 

The exploratorv well would have 
JO in. surface conductor set to al)Oul 
60 ft and 20 in. surface casinu set to 
500 ft. with a 17' J in. hole drilled to 
about 4.000 tt. Alter logging, U'.'H in. 
production casing would be set and 
cemented back prior to drilling to total 
depth of 10,000 ft. Two short term 
flow tests at initial depth are planned, 
with logging limited to the wells tem

perature conditions but, if possible, to 
bfjttom. About 15% of the hole would 
be cored. Two 30 day tests* would 
follow completion. The lower 6,000 ft 
of the hole would be uncased. 

Plans also call for two stage flash 
separation of brine and vapor plus 
brine stabilization facilities. 

That would assess the vertical ex
tension of the reservoir underlying the 
Salton Sea known geothermal re
source area, in addition to making the 
well available for data gathering and 
further experimentation. 

Technical challenges. Anticipated 
special problems include drilling/cor
ing at that depth, temperature, and 
salinity and difficulty in solids han
dling after flashdown. 

The combination of high salinities 
and supercritical temperatures also 
could create brine properties never 
before encountered, causing severe 
corrosion and scaling. In addition, the 
most rugged well logging equipment 
is rated at about 150° C. less than the 
400"" C. expected at great depths. 

"Some of the technical challenges 
in the program may provide opportu
nities for improvements in drilling and 
data acquisition technology." said 
)ohn Crawford, DOE project manager. 
"We also mav be able to learn how 
the reservoir recharges itself and gath
er information about how the grinding 
oi plates in the earth's crust—and the 
heat that's created—affects a geother
mal resource " In addition, some ot 
the data could aid study or ore forma
tion, savs Thomas E. Lindemuth, 
Bechtel project manager. Typical 
shallower geothermal wells don't con
tain brines with the high mineral con
tent expected in the project. • 



San Digeo Tribune 
October 16, 1984 

Project toTiunt^ 
energy resources 
near Salton Sea 

By Michael Richmond 
Tribme Staff Writer ^ 7/y 

The growing geothermal industry 
in Imperial Valley has been bol
stered by a 15.3 million federal con
tract awarded to Bechtel National 
Inc. for drilling of a-flSjOOS-foot-deep 
well to explore the heart of a geo
thermal resource near the Salton 
Sea. 

The two-year contract awarded by 
the U.S. Department of Energy calls 
for drilling into the hot magma, or 
molten rock, beneath the earth's sur
face, near Niland, where tempera
tures of up to 750 degrees Fahrenheit 
are expected to be encountered, said 
Bechtel spokesman Gary Frantz. 

He said the well depth and expect
ed temperatures are much greater 
than those normally attained in a 
geothermal well. 

In some areas of the Imperial Val
ley where geothermal brine and 
steam have been haniassed to pro
duce electrical energy, temperatures 
of 150 to 500 degrees Fahrenheit are 
more common and the wells are gen
erally shallower. 

Frantz said the idea behind the 
deeper well is to driD through the 
molten rock to get an idea of what is 
below the geothermal resource. 

A groundbreaking ceremony is 
scheduled at the project site at 9 a.m. 
Thursday. 

Bechtel National lis. is an affili
ate company of the San Francisco-
based Bechtel Group Inc., which in
cludes Bechtel Power Corp. and Be
chtel Petroleum Inc. 

Project manager lliomas E. Lin-
demuUi, of Bechtel's Research and 
Engineering Department, said the 
Imperial Valley project will evalu
ate the geothermal resource's attrac-
tivotess as a source of power plant 
steam 

Other objectives are to collect 
data about the geology and geocbem-
i s ^ j d the resource, Lindemuth said 
ib^A't Statement regar&ig the coni-
.Jtnct'award. 
f-.A Department of Biergy spokes-
nim said the contract siay represent 
the first in a series of govemment-
ipoiBored nationwide research ef
forts under a federal teientific drill
ing program which te jointly spon
sored by the department, the U.S. 

Geological Survey and the National' 
Science Foundation Continental Sai>-
entific Drilling Program. 

Under the Bechtel contract, two. 
wells will be drilled; one serving as 
the scientific exploratory well and 
the other for reinjection of the hot. 
geothermal brine. 

John Crawford, project manager 
for the Department of Energy, said it 
is hoped the exploratory well wiU ^ . 
"deep enough to tap the area inside 
the earth that is close to where 
magma comes into contact with an 
aquifer, which is the heart of a geo
thermal reservoir." 

The information gained from the 
drilling program could help improve 
drilling and data acquisition technol
ogy, Crawford said. 

He also said scientists may be able' 
to learn how the underground reser 
voir recharges itself and gather in
formation "about how the grinding of 
plates in the earth's crust... affects 
a geothermal resource." 1 .̂ 

The multimillion-dollar project is 
the latest in a number of federal and 
private geothermal programs to be 
launched in Imperial County, which 
is reported by government agencies 
to be underlain by one of the worlds 
largest geothermal energy re
sources. .:, 

Union Oil Co. and Southern Cali
fornia Edison Co. have developed 
two geothermal power plants in the 
valley, one of which opened near 
Brawley in 1980 and the other souttr-
west of Niland, which was dedicated 
last year. 

Los Angeles Herald-Examiner 
October 12, 1984 

' Geothermal contract/ ^ / / 
THE U.S. Department of linergy 

awarded a |5.3 million contract to 
BgslitfiU'ationa! Inc. to explore the 
heart of a geothermal resource 10.000 
feet beneath California's Imperial 
Valley near the Salton Sea. 

The 24-month research project calls 
for one of the hottest geothermal wells 
ever developed in the United States and 
may reach areas just above partially 
cooled magma inside the earth. I 

Las Vegas R e v i e w - J o u r n a l 
Oc tobe r 12 , 1984 

The U.S. Department of Energy 
has awarded a $5.3 million contract to 
Bechte!,.Ni|{iQridJ. JlDC'. to explore the 
heart of'a geothermal resource 10,000 
feet t>eneath California's Imperial 
Valley near the Salton Sea, the compa
ny reported Wednesday. 

The 24-month research project 
calls for one of the hottest geothermal 
wells ever developed In the United 
States and may reach areas just above 
partially cooled magma inside the 
earth. 



Jmperlal Valley Press. El Centro, CA 
The Brawley. CA News 

October 19, 1984 

'Geothermal well 
may be hottest 

NILAND - More than JOG scien
tists, engineers, government officials 
and four busloads of citizens turned 
out Wednesday to witness the 
groundbreaking of a Salton Sea 
geothermal research well that is 
expected to be one of the hottest in 
the world. 

Located two miles southwest of 
Niland on the south shore of the 
Salton Sei. the $6 million well is 
expected to answer many of the 
problems faced in past geothermal 
projecU as well as provide scientific 
data about the geology and 
geochemistry of geothermal re
sources. 

W. Patrick Collins, under sec-* 
retary of the U.S. Department of 
Energy, said the excitement of the 
groundbreaking ceremony was the 
culmination of years of hard work. 

Collins said the ext reme 
temperature that the well is predic
ted to reach will "challenge and 
strain the equipment to its limit and 
beyond " thus providing a test of the 
equipment and gaining knowledge 
needed for further geothermal explo
ration. 

Collins is the chief advocate of 
renewable energy resources, and he 
said geothermal energy was the 
signpost of the U.S. renewable re

source base. 
The 10.000-foot-deep exploratory 

well may i;each into areas just above 
partially cooled magma, or molten 
rock, making it one of the hottest and 
deepest geothermal wells ever 
drilled in the United States, said 
Thomas E. Lindemuth, of Bechtel 
National Inc. 

Lindemuth. Bechtel's project man
ager, said two wells will be drilled. 
In addition to the 10,000 scientific 
exploration well, there will also be a 
3.500 to 5,000 foot injection well that 
will be used to reinject hot 
geothermal brine. 

"We will try and run this project 
as clean as it can possibly be," said 
Lindemuth. And he added that 
Bechtel has been coordinating with 
federal, state and county officials ro 
inauew concerns about the en
vironmental impact of the well are 
met. 

Bechtel has received a two-year. 
15.3 million geothermal exploration 
contract for the project from the U.S. 
Department of Energy. The total 
actual testing time of the well will 
last only two to three months. 
Lindemuth said. 

The well is being drilled on land on 
which geothennal righu are held by 
Kennecott. an operating company of 
the SUndard Oil Company. 

In addition, the National Science 
Foundation gave the University of 
California Riverside a 1250.000 grant 
to coordinate scientific studies re
lated to the drilling. Those conduct
ing the studies include scientists 
from the U.S. Geological Survey, the 
government's national laboratory 
system and several universities 



Imperial Valley Pres3 
El Centro, CA 
Oct. 16, 1984 

Niland research 
project well is 
off and running 
An official groundbreaking this 
morning for the new Salton Sea 
Scientific Drilling Program project 
opens the way for work on the new 
geothermal research well louthwest 
of Niland. Assisting in the 
groundbreaking are Richard Du Val, 
manager of the San Francisco office 
of U.S. Department of Energy; 
Wilbur Thompson, representative of 
the California State Lands Com
mission; W. Patrick Collins, under
secretary of Department of Energy; 
Robert Dimock Jr., vice president of 
project development of Kennecott; 
John Mock, director of geothermal 
technologies. Department of Energy; 
Dr. Wilfred Elders, project chief 
scientist; George Wane, manager of 
research, and engineering, Bechtel; 
and Harvey Brush, executive vice 
president of Bechtel. The project is 
a combination of efforts and a 
contract between the Department of 
Energy. Bechtel and Kennecott (of 
Standard Oil). The well is expected 
to reach a depth of 10,000 feet and is 
projected to be the hottest 
geothermal well in the world. 

m^mm^mm î 

Geothermal research well groundbreaking today In the Valley. 



Coachella Valley Sun 
"indio, CA 
Oct. i S , J984 

Bech tel wins Niland 
geothermal well contract 

Bechtel National Inc.. of San 
Francisco has been awarded a 
(S.S-million contract by the U.S. 
Department of Energy Sao Fran
cisco operations office to explore 
the heart of a deep geothennal 
.resource near the Salton Sea some 
10,000 feet beneath the Imperial 
Valley. 

The 24-month research project, 
which cals for one of the hottest 
geothermal wells ever developed 
in the VS., may reach into areas 
just above partially cooled 
magma deep inside the earth, 
according US project manager 
ThoRias E. Lindemuth, of Bech
tel's research and engineering 
department 

"We're going to examine this 
potential geothermal resource 
from several angles," Lindernuth 
explained. 'Part of our job will be 
to evaluate its attractiveness as a 
source of power plant steam. 
Other tasks will be to collect data 
about the geology and geochemis
try of this deep resource." 

Bechtel's responsibility for the 
Salton Sea Scientific Research 
Program covers planning and 
managing the drilling program 
and data acquisitions, as well as 
design and construction of brine 
treatment installations, and a 
comprehensive resource evalua
tion. 

The Bechtel contract may rep
resent the first of a govemment-
sponsred series of nationwide 
researdt efforts under the joint 
Department of Energy/U.S. Geo

logical Survey/National Science 
Foundation Continental Scientific 
Drilling Program that could 
Include similar scientific endeav
ors exploring other areas of the 
earth's crust, explained DOE 
project manager John Crawford. 

Researchers and leading scien
tists from the Geological Survey, 
national laboratories and univer
sities will conduct various experi
ments and assessments of 
scientific interest, he added. 
These wiU be in addition to the 
DOE geothermal investigations 
under Bechtel's cognizance. 

The project will start with a 
groundbreaking ceremony at 9 
a.m. today at the project site near 
the intersection of McDonald and 
Davis roads, south of Niland. 

Scheduled to attend the ground
breaking ceremony are: W. 
Patrick Collins, undersecretary, 
U.S. Department of Energy; 
Richard P. Godwin, president, 
Bechtel Civil & Minerals Inc.; 
Richard R. Dimock Jr., vice pres
ident, project development, Ken
necott, an operating company of 
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio; Claire T. 
Dedrick, executive officer, Cali
fornia State Lands Commission; 
and Dr. Wilfred A. Elders, Insti
tute of Geophysics and Planetary 
Physics, University of California 
Riverside. 

The woric is being undertaken at 
locations provided by Kennecott 

"For tfiis project we plan to 

drill two wells," Crawford noted. 
"The scientific exploration well 
will extend through the geother
mal resource to a depth of 10,000 
feet There also will be a second 
well drilled to re-inject the hot 
geothermal brine." 

Crawford explained that the 
project participants hope to drUl 
a scientific well deep enough to 
tap the area inside th earth close 
to where magma comes into con
tact with an aquifer, which is the 
heart of a getothermal reservoir. 

"Some of the technical chal
lenges in the program may pro
vide opportunities for 
improvements in drilling and 
data acquisition technology," he 
said. 



Oakland Tribune 
October J i , 1984 

Becbtei aw;araca geotnennai project ' ' 
• SAN FRANCISCO — The U 5 . Department of Ener

gy' has iwarded a 15.3 million contract to Bechtel 
National Inc. to explore the heart of a geothermal 

; rSoureeTWToO feet beneath California's Imperial Valley 
near the Salton Sea, the company has reported. 

' ! The a4-month research project calls fcr one of the 
hottest geothennal wells ever developed u the United 
States and may reach areas Just above pahially cooled 

;nugnia inslde^tbe Ear th . ' ,;. . •:,.»!. 
Ground-breaking for the project is set tor next 

Thursday. Drilling Is expected to start in February 1985. 

Independent Journal 
San Rafael, CA 
October 12, 1984 

Bechtel awarded 
geothermal contract 

SAN FRANCISCO - The V.S. 
Department of Energy has 
awarded a |5.3 million contract 
to Bechtel National Inc. to ex-
plore tne heart of a geothennal 
resource 10,000 feet beneath 
California's Imperial Valley near 
the Salton Sea, the company 
reported Wednesday. 

The 24-month research project 
calls for one of the hottest 
geothermal wells ever developed 
in the United Statn and may 
reach areas just above partially 
cooled magma inside the earth. 

San Francisco Examiner 
October 11, 1984 

Today's briefs: 
.. Bechtel National loe^ part i>f 

San FYancisco^tased Bechtel, said t t r» 
ceived a $5.3 million VS. Department 
of Energy contract to explore a geo
thermal area near the Salton Sea. 

San Francisco Chronicle 
October 11, 1984 

Contract for Bechtel 
Bechtel Group Inc. has been 

awarded a |5.3miliion'contract by 
the U.S. Department of Energy San 
Francisco operations office to ex
plore the heart of a deep geother
mal resource near the Salton Sea 
some 10,000 feet beneath Califor
nia's Imperial Valley. The 24-month 
research project calls for one of the 
hottest geothermal wells ever devel
oped in the United Sutes. 
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'ThP AgRorlated Press (California Wire) 

October 11, 1984 
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AM-BECHTEL-SALTON SEA. 320 

ENERGY CONTRACT AWARDED FOR GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION 

LNTMl 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY HAS AWARDED A 

$5.3 MILLION CONTRACT TO BECHTEL NATIONAL INC. TO EXPLORE THE HEART 

OF A GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE 10,000 FEET BENEATH CALIFORNIA'S IMPERIAL 

VALLEY NEAR THE SALTON SEA, THE COMPANY REPORTED WEDNESDAY. 

THE 2a-M0NTH RESEARCH PROJECT CALLS FOR ONE OF THE HOTTEST 

GEOTHERMAL WELLS EVER DEVELOPED IN THE UNITED STATES AND MAY REACH 

AS JUST ABOVE PARTIALLY COOLED MAGMA INSIDE THE EARTH. 

lUND-BREAKING FOR THE PROJECT IS SET FOR NEXT THURSDAY. WELL 

LING IS EXPECTED TO START IN FEBRUARY 1985. 

U OF OUR JOB WILL BE TO EVALUATE ITS ATTRACTIVENESS AS A SOURCE 

^ OWER PLANT STEAM," SAID PROJECT MANAGER THOMAS E. LINDEMUTH OF 

B -HTEL'S RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. "OTHER TASKS WILL BE 

TO COLLECT DATA ABOUT THE GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF THIS DEEP 

RESOURCE." 

THE BECHTEL CONTRACT MAY BE THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF 

GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED NATIONAL RESEARCH EFFORTS UNDER THE ENERGY 

DEPARTMENT, THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND THE NATIONAL SCIENCE 

FOUNDATION CONTINENTAL SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROGRAM. 

»N CRAWFORD, PROJECT MANAGER FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, SAID 

CT OPERATORS HOPE TO DRILL A WELL DEEP ENOUGH TO TAP THE AREA 

-E THE EARTH CLOSE TO WHERE MAGMA COMES INTO CONTACT WITH AN 

.FER, WHICH IS THE HEART OF A GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR. 

"WE...MAY BE ABLE TO LEARN HOW THE RESERVOIR RECHARGES ITSELF AND 

GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT HOW THE GRINDING OF PLATES IN THE EARTH'S 

CRUST...AFFECTS A GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES." SAID CRAWFORD. 

OTHER DATA OBTAINED FROM THE WELL MAY BE USED TO EXAMINE THE 

PHENOMENA OF ORE FORMATIONS, SAID LINDEMUTH. 

"THIS OCCURS IN A GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR WHEN MINERALS ARE DISSOLVED 

BY THE HOT F L U I D IN THE DEEPER REACHES OF A GEOLOGICAL FORMATION AND 

ARE REDEPOSITED IN SHALLOWER AREAS," HE SAID. 

LINDEMUTH SAID DRILLERS ARE EXPECTED TO ENCOUNTER A COMBINATION OF 

HIGH TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND SALINITY NEVER BEFORE ENCOUNTERED. 

AP-LA-10-ll-8t4 1225PDT 
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LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS 
Nov. 30, 1984 
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SACRAMENTO (UPI) — A 
p!an to driii a 10,C00-fcol well on 
the shore of tha Salto.n S-ea in 
Southern Cai.iform:a to ts-al-wnat 
may be one of the hottest geoth
ermal energy sourcea in ths na
tion won stetfi appro.vai Thuir; 
day . 

The proposed 15.9 million 
project will ba conducted by the 
Be-chtel GrtxiP of San Francisco 
under a grant by the U.S. De
partment of Energy, ss.\d W.M. 
•Thompson, who handles .such 
projects for th-e State Lands 
Comrnission. 

The initial project v/zs begun 
in March ISS-S'by the Bear Creek 
Mining Co. of Tucson, Aris., 
which earlier this year included 
Bechtel National Lnc. and the 
federal energy department in 
the Yentijre. 

"This is pureiy an ertperiment 
— to see how ihe monitaring 
equipment and drill bus ;:ur-
viv's." ThGrnpsGn sa.id. ''This 

- i ^ t ^ ' 

4,0(X)' feet on the southeastern 
shore of the Salton Sea in Impe
rial County and found brine tem
peratures topping 575 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

Normally, h.? said, the tern
's- perature increases one degre-a 

for each lCX>-feet draied. In the 
Salton Sea lest, the ternperat'iii-e 
has increased by 10 degree.? for 
each IGO-foot section. 

He said a deeper hole, 40,CO3 
feel, is being -inlied in the Soviet 
Union, but the temperat^jre of 
the brine — aalty water heated 
by molten la'va ~~ in the Se.iton 
Sea would surpass the Soviet ef
fort. 

"We can't know how hot it 
gets at 10,CC€ feet until we drill 
it," he said. 

Thompson said drilling to the 
10,000 foot depth could begin by 
nexi sprina;, but state officials 

4 ;"ff!s-

nct know until 
ssfui :he 
<3t j - a •-; 

lat-i 
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Tm ijiilLsg 0̂  a lO.GC-O-foo!:-
de«: geothermal well near tlia 
Sallon Sea—the dawest such well 
in the naiion—iiaa besn approved 
by ths 3t&tB Lands Coromission. 
The federal Energy Department 
wiU pay Eechtal Com. to drill ihe 
well to m-SSiS^i'lS^rgroimd lem-
p-eraturea and teat the dnlling 
equipment Tne Sa.S-nuUion proj
ect 13 locatad on 40 acrsa of stats 
land on Phe southeast shore. 

S - « . ^ r f l i f #1 iC^-^wsm *.s a 
:i ilia:!! 9 •/ "-•^b^ j i i i L ^ ^ rtiL^X«6^ 

CORONA (CA) INTJEPEND^ENT 

Nov. 30 , 1984 

Gsothermal test 
at Salton Sea r̂ n .̂  

SACRAMENTO—The state 
has approved a plan to drill a 
lO,OCO-foot well on the shore of 
the Salton Sea in Southern 
California to test what may be 
one of the hottest geothermal 
energy sources in the nation. 

-Approved by the State Lands 
.Commission yesterday, the pro
posed $5.9 million project will be 
conducted by the_S^iijt§i, Group 
of San Francisco under a grant 
by the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 

"This is purely an experiment 
— to see how 'the monitoring 
equipment and drill bits sur
vive," said W.M. Thompson, who 
handles such projects for the 
Lands Commission. "This could 
be the hottest temperature hole 
drilled in the continental United 
States.'" 

DA1XY_J0M^CIAL 
NOV. 30 , 1984 

Zl-lS , S , F . 

K Stat© appmvBs 
geotfiermai test 
in Salton Sea 

The State Lands Commission 
approved a proposal Thursday 
in Sacramento to drill a 10,000-
fcot well on the shore of the 
Salton Sea in Southern Califor
nia to test what may be the hot
test geothermal energy source 
in the country. 

The proposed $-5.9 million pro
ject will be conducted by the 
Bechtel_Groiro of San Francisco 
TTHHer" a grant by the U.S. 
Department of Energy, said 
W.M. Thompson, who handles 
such projects for the state agen
cy. 

"This is purely an exp-erim-ent 
— to see how the monitoring 
e-quipment and drill bits sur
vive," Thompson said. "This 
coa'd be the hottest temperature 
hole drilled in the continental 
United States." 

Thompson said the company 
has already drilled to 4,COO feet 
on the southeastern shore of the 
Salton Sea in Imperial County. 

— United Press/ 

THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC 
Dec. 4, 1984 

nlhng is OX d 
'for goo&aTf-nal 
e^i€/gy source 

• SACEAM'SNTO, Calif. - The 
sfaits has approved a plan to drill a 
lQ,COî iQCt well on the shore of the 
Saltoa S ^ ia southern California to 
tJ3t what aiay be one of the hottast 
geoth©nji;ai-energy sources in the 
natioa. 

Apprcvsd by th« stats Lands 
CosiiaJasion, ths propcs^ $5.9 mil-
lios3 project '̂ Hl be ceeducted by 
tbs Rjchtal GfouD Inc. of San 
Frantiiico'uHHiFTiranrBy the U.S-
DessartetaS ci Ezsmj. 

Tha mrtbl oroj-sci ^ms bsgtin in 
Uasch ISaS by ths Eea? Cn^ek 
Mining Co. of Tucson, which sarJiar 
thk ysffl? included [Bechta! National, 
Inc., a division of ths Bechtsi 
Group, and ths Departinent of 
EMrgy i.n th« venture. 

"This is purely an ss&ariment — 
to 363 how the monitoring equip
ment and drill bite survive," said 
W..VL Thompson, v̂ ho handles such 
projects for ths Lands Com mission, 
"Thk could b« the hottaat-'ismper-
atata hok drilled in ths continental 
United States." 

TlaiLapsca said ths eotnpaniss 
E»ai%-»d Sih^^dy have driiisd io 
4,SS0 m i ca ths scu-themUim ahors 
cf ths Saito.a Sea ia .trnperial 
Casnty acd fomid brine tsmpsra-
iss-m tcppiaf -575 defrays Fahran-
h^Jt 
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'W A i l . To Probe Secret ts Of Saltoii ?ea 
A geologist at the 

University of Califor
nia, Riverside .will lead 
scientists in a $Q million 
drilling venture to prob-e 
the secrets of one of the 
larg^t geothennal fields 
in the world - the hot 
brine and rock b€ne3.th 
Southern California's 
Salton Sea. 

Wilfred Elders, who 
with- UCB. colleafus 
Lewis Cohen has 
studied the Imperial 
Valley fields for • mors 
than a decade, will 
coordinate scientific 
s tud ies n a t i o n w i d e 
under a $250,000 grani 
from the N'ationai 
Science Foundation. 

A coasortiij.m headsd 
bv Bechtel National, 
Inc., has received a ;J5.o 
million ct3ntract from 
the U.S. Department of 

.Energy (DOE) to drill 
the well on the south 
shore of the Salton Sea 
and carry out asscciated 
engineering acti'/ities. 

The well may reach 
temperatures' of 750 
degrees Fahrenheit at a 
depth of about 10,000 
feet, making it one oi 
the world's hottest. 

Samples tsien at that 
depth could unlock the 
iscrets of g.eothe.rinal 
processes and hs ip 
englneen to harr.-3S3 a 
vast potential power 
source for So'uthern 
Calliamia, . 

By c o n s e r v a t i v e 
e s t i m a t e s , these 
underground r'ser/oirs 
of very hot brines co'-ild 
nroVide several thou-

tnries. 
"This is a unique op

portuni ty to gather 
scientific data about the 
un.kiiown depths of this 
g e o t h e r m a l f i e l d , " 
Eiders said. 

"Untii now, resource 
compani« carried out 
this activvty, a.nd the 
resulting information 
was proprietary. We e^-
p-ect to generate a large 
body of scientific data In 
the publ ic domain , 
making diis a landmark 
geothennal study.'' 

Elders was a paiidci-
pant in DOE's official 
groundbreaking. Scien
tists, engineers and 
federal a.nd̂  lc=cal of
ficials .attended the 
c-ere-monies and toured 
the site ne.ar Niland 
where drilli.ng is ex
pected to begin next 
February, 

Two years ago Elders 
began lobbying Con
gress to fund a scientific 
drillLng venture in the 
Salton Sea. 

His eventual success, 
he says', was largely due 
to the persis-tent efforts 
of R ive r s ide Con
g res sman George 
Bro'wn, Jr., Imperial 
Valley Congressman 
Duncan Hunt.5r and 

•UC's V/ashingto.n 
represen ta t ive Peter 
G-oldschmidt. 

Last fail the needed 
36 million approp.ria-
tion became law, v/ith 
the ' Depar t .ment of 
Energy administering 
the funds. 

:-\s chief scientist of 

Drilling Project, Elders 
now heads a committee 
coordinating the nation
wide scientific response 
to this reseai-ch oppor
tunity. 

•Geothermal research 
involves the study of 
water which is heated 
by miolten rociis inside 
die earth. 

Conversion of this 
heat source into elec
tricity is now going on 
at geysers near Santa 
Rosa in N o r t h e r n 

. C a l i f o r n i a w h e r e 
engineers have installed 
an- 1,100, -megawat t 
capacity. 

The Imp-eriai Valley 
appears to offer another 
vast raso'urce of geother-
maJ energ;/. 

Huge amoumts of very 
hot b-rines lie tho-usands 
of feet below the sur
face, but technology is 
still being developed 
that could make their 
conversion to steam a 
profitable venture on a 
larger scale.' 

"One of our main 
goals is to characteri.ze 
th-is resource," Elders 
said. 

"If you understand a 
resource, .you can more 
inteiligendy e.Tploit it. 
You have to icnow how-
big the r-esource is, 
determ.ine its degree of 
per-meabiiity- and pin
point the areas of higher 
flow rates." ' 

"You need to know if 

drilling deeper will get 
you higher power pro
duction. We think the 
answer is yes, but it re
mains to be 
demonstrated if this 
good economics." 

"Scientists will l>e stu
dying e.xtreme pressures 
and temperatures as 
well as brines that con
tain unusually high 
levels- of metals like 
manganese, ' l i thium, 
lead, zinc, silver, and 
platinum. 

Research will also 
• contiibute to scientists' 
b.9.sic understanding of 
volcanic activity and 
earthquakes. 

The Salton Sea zone 
of high heat flow, ri-f-
ting, earthquakes and 
fauib is unique in North 
America - and accfjssi-
ble, too. 

It is one of two places 
in the world w-here sea-
floor spreading is affec
ting a continent. 

Elders has invited 
research oroposals from 
a "wide array of scien- ' 
tists" nationwide and 
abroad. 

"This is a natural 
laboratory for carr;/ing 
out a -A-ide range of 
scientific erjperiments. 
The drilling project 
represents the first timie 
we've been able to e.t-
plore this particular 
chemical and pressure-
temperature rigim-e • in' 
nature." 
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Bechte-I Gets Geothe-rrnaS 
Job 

Bechtel National Inc. has bean awarded a 
S5.3 nniliion contract by the U.S. Department 
oi Energy (DOE), San Francisco operations 
office to explore the heart of a deep geo
thermal resource near the Salton Sea some 
10,000 feet beneath California's Imperial 
Valley. 

The 24-month research project, '.which 
calls for one of the hottest geothermal wells 
ever developed in the U.S., n-.ay reach into 
areas just above partially cooled magma 
deep inside the earth, according to project 
manager, Thomas E. Lindemuth, of Bechtel's 
Research and Engineering department, 

"We're going to e.xamine this potential 
geothermal resource from several angles," 
Lindemuth explained. "Part of our job will 
be to evaluate its attractiveness as a source 
of po-wer plant steam. Other tasks will be to 
collect data about the geology and geo
chemistry of this deep resource." Bechtel's 
responsibility for the Salton Sea Scientific 
Research Program covers planning and 
managing the drilling program and data 
acquisitions, as well as design and construc
tion of brine treatment facilities, and a 
comiprehensive resource evaluation. 

The Bechtel contract m.ay represent the 
first of a governm.ent-sponsored series of 
nationwide research efforts under the joint 
DOE./Geological Survey,.''National Science 
Foundation Continental Scientific Drilling 
Program that could include similar scientific 
endeavors exploring other areas of the 
earth's crust, explained DOE project man
ager, John Cray/ford. 

Researchers and leading scientists from 
the Geological Survey, National Labs and 
Universities -will conduct various experim.ents 
and assessments of scientific interest, he 
added, in addition to DOE's geothermal 
investigations, under Bechtel's cognizance. 
The project will kick off with a ground-
'oreaking cerem.ony -scheduied for Thursday, 
October 18, 19S4, beginning at 9:00 a.m.. at 
the project site. The work is being uncer-
caken at locations provided by Kennecott, 
an operating company of the Standard Oil 
Company (Ohio). 

"For this project we plan to drill two 
wells," noted Crawford. "The scientific 
exploration well will extend through the 
geothermal resource to a depth of 10,000 
feet. There also will be a second well drilled 
to reinject the hot geotherm.al brine," 

Crawford explained that the project hopes 
to drill a scientific well deep enough to tap 
the area inside the earth close to where 
magma com.es into contact with an aquifer, 
which is the heart of a geothermal reservoir. 
"Some of the technical challenges in the 
program may provide opportunities for 
improvements in drilling and data acquisition 
technology. We also may be able to learn 
how the reservoir recharges itself, and gather 
information about how the grinding of piates 
in the earth's crust • and the heat that's 
created - affects a geothermal resource." 

Some of the data obtained from the well 
m.ay also 'oe used to examine the phenomena 
of ore formation, Bechtel's Lidem.uth added, 
''This occurs in a geothermial reservoir when 
tninerals are dissolved by the hot fluid in the 
deeper reaches of a geological formation 
and are redeposited in shallower areas." 

The project is unique because of its 
bilateral focus, basic geoscience studies and 
geothermal research, and because the drilling 
is expected to encounter a combination of 
high temperature, pressure and salinity 
conditions never before dealt with. Lindemuth 
said. 'Wells for commercial geothermal plants, 
such as The Geysers developm.ent in North
ern California, norm.ally extend to substan
tially shallower depths and do not contain 
brines with such a high m.ineral content. 

Preliminary enginesring is under way in 
Bechtel's San Francisco offices. Well drilling 
is expected to begin in February 1985. 
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Sometime in February 1985, drilling is 
scheduled to begin at a unique -vvell near the 
Salton Sea that has as its mission the explo
ration of the heart of a deep geothermal 
resource beneath the Imperial Valley. 

The proposed 10,000-foot hole is to be 
drilled at a site near Niland at the southeast 
end of the Salton Sea. It will be looking for 
informiation that not only could help unlock 
a huge geothermal resource often described 
as "the Saudi .Arabia of the world's geo
thermal energy resources" but also provide 
scientists with their first opportunity to 
study such a thermal regimie in the earth's 
crust. 

The approxim.ately S6 t-nillion venture 
represents the first of a government-spon
sored series of research efforts under the 
joint Department oi Energy-U.S. Geological 
Survey-National Science Foundation's Con
tinental Scientific Drilling Program that could 
include similar endeavors exploring other 
areas of the earth's crust. 

The 24-morith special project at Niland 
will examine the potential geothermal re
source of the area by drilling into an area 
where magma from, deep inside the earth 
has been injected into the crust. 

The overall objectives are to provide an 
assessm.ent of the deep geothermal resource 
and to afford an opportunity tor the scientific 
community to conduct tests during and 
after the drilling of the deep hole. 

Bechtel is the prim.e contractor under a 
35,3 million contract awarded the com.pany 
by the federal governm.ent. The contract 
calls for the Bechtel Group Inc., San Fran
cisco, to design, drill and assess the deep 
geothermal well. The well is expected to 
encounter a unique combination of high 
temperature, pressure and salinity factors. 

Kennecott Corp.. through its Bear Creek 
mining division, is supplying the sites for the 
asep well and a brine reinjection well that 
will be drilled nearby. 

.At an October 18 groundbreaking cere
mony at the project site near i>iiland, Pat 
Collins, under Secretary of the Departmient 
of Energy, described the drilling project as 
"a challenge that will strain existing equip
ment and techaiquss to their limits, and 
beyond them." Collins .jdced. ' i t 's a chal
lenge that will reauirs the dsveiooment of 

advancing the technology which will be able 
to harness more of our geothermal re
sources." 

Harvey F. Brush, executive vice presi
dent of Bechtel Group Inc., characterized 
the project "as a very imiportant first step in 
the Continental Deep Drilling Program." 

Brush added that Bcchtei has long been 
interested in geothermal energy as an im
portant renewable energy resource world
wide and projects a worldwide growth of 
geothermal power capacity of about 700 
megawatts per year over the next decade. 

"In California," Brush said. "geotherm,al 
energy represents a low cost power genera
tion option of great potential. There are 
large geothermal resources at The Geysers, 
and in the Imperial Valley and with a contin
uing, need for power, geothermal energy 
deveiopm,ent remains an imiportant energy 
alternative for California." 

The site where the well will be drilled - the 
general vicinity where the .Alamo River 
enters the Salton Sea - is a region where 
s-ome of the hottest wells ever drilled in the 
Imperial Valley have been located. Temper
atures as high as 600 degrees Fahrenheit 
have been encountered at depths ranging 
from approxim.ately 4,200 to 5,600 feet, .At 
the site selected' for ths deep well, it's 
believed that maxim.um 'temperatures in 
excess of 660 degrees Fahrenheit m.ay be 
achieved at a depth of approximately 4.000 
feet, along with brine salinities of 250.000 to 
300,000 m,iHigrams per liter, 

."According to the timetable set up for the 
project, both the deep well and the injection 
well are expected to be com,pleted in June 
1985. with the majority of flow tests to be 
com.pieted in .August, Resource evaluation 
will be scheduiec for completion by October 
1985. To provide maximum opportunity for 
scientific experiments, the site will be kept 
open and available for exaerimentation until 
.May 1986. 

The tentative proQ'-am. for the deep well 
calls for setting 30-inch surface conductor to 
approximately 60 feet and 20-inch surface 
casing to 500 feat, after which 17^ inch hole 
will be drilled to about 4,000 feet. After cool
ing and logging to that depth, 13-'; inch oro-
Guction casing will be run anc cementec 
back to the surtace. 

vuell. During the downward probe, approx
imately 15 percent of the hole will be cored. 
This will include about five 30-foot sections 
in the first 4,000 feet and the balance In the 
deep portion of the hole. 

As presently planned, the lower 6.000 feet 
of the wci! will not be cased. This is due to 
the expected difficulty in cementing casing 
at the tem.peratures to be encountered in 
the lower portion of the well, possibly as 
high as 750 degrees Fahrenheit, plus budget 
limitations. 

.After the well reaches total depth, the 
hole will be logged to the extent possible. As 
much as 60 days of flow testing m.ay be 
conducted. It's anticipated that testing will 
be in at least two intervals. While the rig is on 
the location, a total of 15 days has been 
allocated for experimentation not currently 
in the detailed plan. Iri addition, the hole will 
be available for testing for approximately 
one year after the drilling rig has been 
released. 

The project faces many challenges. The 
first is drilling and coring at the com.bination 
of depth, temperature and salinity expected. 
To gain .maxim.um inform.ation about the 
geology of the deep form.ation, attempts will 
be made to core as much as possible within 
budget lim.itations. Depending on the degree 
of fracturing in the lower part of the hole, 
core recovery may be difficult. .Also, the 
expected hardness of the materials in the 
lower portion of the hole, plus high tempera
ture, m.ay m,ake bit life lower than normal. 

The high salinity in the deeper portions of 
the reservoir will likely cause problems with 
corrosion of drilling equipment, as well as 
scaling of process components throughout 
ths system,. The com.bination of high salinity 
plus the possibiiity oi reaching supercritical 
temperatures might provide brine properties 
never betore observed. 

Bechtel's original proposal calls for con
ducting several com.mercial suites of logs in 
both the cased and uncased hole. The 

.acquisition of these log data is highly depen
dent on the ability to cool the hole to within 
the temperature limitations of available 
equipmient, ro r even the most rugged log-
'î inc ecuiornent, the temoerature iimLitatiot" 

•:0\j oecrees Fahrenheit, i.vhicn 
j t 2i}0 to ,300 degr-ees io^i/er tlnan 

a c o c 



many minerals will be exceeded and sub
stantial am.ounts of solid precipitates are 
expected in the brine handling equipment. 
This is a potential trouble spot in operation 
of the system. However, this precipitation of 
solids may provide a long-term economiic 
advantage, if the brine from the deep re
source contains valuable m.inerals. While 
m.ineral recovery studies are not part of the 
current project, data fromi the project m.ay 
provide input for interesting work in the 
future. 

The current program at the Salton Sea 
evolved from earlier initiatives to the National 
Science Foundation and the U.S. Congress 
by Professor Wilfred Eiders of the Univer
sity of California at Riverside and Dr, Robert 
Rex of Republic Geothermial. 

Elders, who with UCR colleague, Lewis 
Cohen, has studied the Im.perial Valley 
geothermal fields for more than a decade, is 
coordinating scientific studies nationwide 
under a 5250,000 grant frotn the National 
Science Foundation. 

"This is a unique opportunity to gather 
scientific data about the unknown depths of 
this geothermal field," Elders said. "Until 

now, resource companies carriea out tnis 
activity,,and the resulting inform.ation was 
proprie'-hry. We expect to generate a large 
body Of ;cientific data in the public domain, 
making , a lancmiark geothermal study." 

The Imiperiai Valley appears to offer a vast 
resource of geothermal energy. Huge 
amounts of very hot brines lie thousands of 
feet below the surface, but technology is still 
being developed that could m.ake their con
version to steam a profitable venture on a 
larger scale. 

"One of our main goals is to characterize 
this resource," Eiders said. "If you under
stand a resource, you can more intelligently 
exploit it. You have to know how big the 
resource is, determine its degree of per
meability and pinpoint the areas of higher 
flow rates. You need to know if drilling 
deeper will get you higher power produc
tion. We think the answer is yes, but It 
rem.ains to be dem.onstrated if this is good 
economics." 

Along with extreme pressures and tem
peratures, scientists will be studying brines 
that contain unusually high levels of meiais 
like manganese, lithium., lead, zinc, silver 

and platinum., 
"The mining industry needs precious 

metals," Elders said. "Utilities need a cheap 
source of electricity. There are a lot of prac
tical spinoffs to the research. For instance, 
w'e will be developing the use of instruments, 
capable of taking samples and measure
ments under conditions of extram.e heat, 
pressure and corrosion," 

Research is also expected to contribute 
to scientists' basic understanding of vol
canic activity and earthquakes. The Salton 
Sea zone of high heat flow, rifting, earth
quakes and faults is unique in North .America, 
It is one of two places in the world where 
seafioor spreading is affecting a continent. 

Elders has invited research proposals 
from a wide array of scientists nationwide 
and abroad. 

"This is a natural laboratory for carrying 
out a wide range of scientific experiments," 
he said. "The drilling project represents the 
first tim.e we've been able to explore this 
particular chemical and pressure-tem.pera-
ture regime in nature. It's a rare opportunity 
to explore the processes which form geolog
ical systems.'' 
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SACRAME^iiTO (UPI) - A plaa to drill a 
10,680-foot weii on the shore of &e Saltcn Sea 
In Southern Califo-fnia to teat -what nsa-y be 
ons Qi Lhg hottest giBotherma! ecergy sources 
in thenaticn won state approval Tlnirsday. 

Th« proposed $5.9 mjilion project wUl be 
CGisJuctai by theBechtel Grouu of San Fran
cisco under a grant byTSi"O^S'." Dc-partment 
of Esfsr^ , sajd ?/.M. lliompson. Who han-
-dls3 such-pr-ojects for th« State Land.3 Com-

TfiS imtiai aro-ject was fc^gnn in March 
iSSS by tee B-ear Cress Alining Co. of Tiscson, 
Ara., which earlier this yesur includsd Sc-ch-
tsi .National, Lnc. and the federal energy de
partment in tlie venture. 

"This is purely an e.Tp€riment — to s&s 
b-ow the monitoring -eq uipment and drill bits 
survive," Thompson said. ' 'This could be the 
l5?oa3st tamp-erature hole drilled in the conti-

1 United States.'-' 

Tncrmpson said the companies involved 
have already drilled to 4,CO0 feat on ths 
southeastern shore of the S.alton Sea hi Im
perial Coimty and found brir,s temperatures 
topping 575 de-grees Fai-snheit. 

Normally, he said, temperature uicreas-eg 
1 despree for each IGO-feet drilled. In th-e Sal
ton ae,a test, ihe temperature has increased 
by 10 degrees for each lOO-fcoc section. 

He said a d'ssper hole, ¥i,(m feet, is t^ing 
drilled m the Soviei Union, but the tamvera-
tu3-e 01 'ch« brlns — salty V7ater heat-ed by 
liioltec lava — In •the Salton -Sea would sur
pass the Sc-yiat er'ort. 

Thcin,pscn said driOta-f -to i t s IO,®M foot 
depth cculd begin by next s;priBg, b4.it state 
officials v-ill not IGJO-ATI until late summer 
how succsssi'ul ihsefiOi.-t ••tn&s. 

After that, ha 3a.id, th€ well will be capped 
~ proba'Dly at the 4,000 foot l-s'/el — and the 
pnjject studied 'vHStU efei^ a,argy compa-

A nles express an j j tgrar t . 
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By STEPHEN SWAĴ iSON — a 
Daily News Staff Writer 

A vast r-8S€arc.̂  project 8.^ploring the geothermal 
energy production potential of t.he .Salton Sea area 
will begin Thursday. 

Researchers, inclurling Dr. 'VYilfred Elders o.f the 
University of California at Riverside, believe the 
area -— long known to be one of the largest geother
mal fields in the world — could hold enough 
power to supply all the electricity needs of South
ern California. 

&a4L4=i.astiflaaL,Pi San Francisco has been 
awarded a $5.3 irjlllicn c-ontract by the IJ.S. Depart
ment of Energy to explore the geothermal power 
pote.n-tial of a site located about five miles south of 
-Niland along th€ eastern shore of the Salton,Sea. 
The work is being undertaken at locations provided 
by Kennecott Corp., part of the Standard Oil Co., 
which has been active in geoth,errnal exploration in 
the entire Imp-erial Valley. 

Geothermal po-wer is generated by watsr which 
Is heated by molten rocks .inside -the -saxth's crust 
The heat energy produced is converted to electrical 
power. 

Eldenpassociated with UCR'a Institute of Geo
physics aid Planetary Physics, has been -studying 
the potential of the area for about 10 years, univer
sity officials said. His studies indicate extensive 
under-gTouad pools of hot brine in the Imperial 
Valley caald supply sev-eral th,ousand megavralts of 
electrical jjower for centuriss 'to come. 

But there are a number of problema. to over
come. 

Unlike some California geothermal f isliis ~ such 
as The Geysrs near Santa Rosa —• Im.perial Val
ley's hot brine is not naar the sunace and w«ils of 

some 10,C4-& lest may be heeded to reach the sup«r-
. heated watsr. 

Additionally, the Imperial Vaiiey geothermal 
reservoir is highly saline which could cause a num
ber of corrosion problems and place additional 
strain on equipment, Bechtel Project- Manager 
Thomas E. Lindernuth said. 

"We're going to examine this potential geother
mal resource from several angles," Lindemuti 
said. "Part of our job will 'oe to evaluate (the 
Imperial 'Valley's) attractiveness as a source of 
po'wer plant steam. Other tasks will be to collect 
data about the .geology and geochemistry of tlus 
deep resource." 

Teniperatures of some 750 degrees Fahrenheit 
are esp-ected when the brine pools are reached. 

In addition to p-ower, Lindemuth said other bene
fits of the exploration could include recovery of 
valuable minerals such as silver and zinc. 

Elders, along with UCR asscNciate Lewis Cohen 
will cc-ordinate the studies under a $250,000 grant 
from the National Science Foundation. 

Bechtel's responsibility includes planning and 
.managing tks drillin.g program and data collection 
as well as design and constnjction of brine trea.t-
ment facilities (typically after the brine is removed 
from the earth it is reinjected into the earth), Bech
tel spokesman Gary Frant2 said. 

Well drilling is not expected to get under 'way 
until Febraary 1985. 

Scheduled to attend Liis 9 a.m. opening ceremony • 
at the project site Thursday are a number of • 
federal, state and local o,fficials. 
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Entj ineer ing News-Record 
Nov. 22 , J.9.84 

.\s pan of a research project 
begun last month. Bechtel 
National_Jnc., will oversee 
the dnmng ot two wells to 
explore a source of hot geo
thermal brine 10.000 ft be
low California's Imperial 
Valley. 

The U.S. Depanment of 
Energy awarded a S5.3-mil-
lion contract to Bechtel for 
the two-year studv. Bechtel 
will collect information 
about the geology and. geo
chemistry of the area and 
will try to determine wheth
er heat from the brine can 
be used to run a powerplant. 

In fulfilling its contract 
with DOE. Bechtel will plan 
and manage the drilling pro
gram and collection of data 
at the site, near the Salton 
Sea. The firm will also de
sign and build brine treat
ment equipment. 

The wells will be the first 
in a federally sponsored Continental 
Scientific Drilling Program.. DOE. the 
U.S. Geological Survey and the National 
Science Foundation signed an accord 
setting up the program earlier this year. 

One well at the Sakon Sea site will be 
an e.xploration well that, will extend 
through the geothermal resource. A sec
ond well will be used to reinject the hot 
geothermal brine collected from the 
tirst well. 

In the Imperial Valley, magma from 
deep within the earth has leaked upward 
into the earth's crust and come into 
contact with an aquifer. 

The researchers hope to learn some
thing about how the grinding of the 
eanh's plates generates heat to create 
the magma and how the underground 

PACIFIC OCEAN 

USA 
MEXICO 

water resenoir is rethariicd. Thev also 
hope to learn about tiic process of ore 
formation—which occurs when minerals 
are dissolved bv (he hot lluid deep in 
the geological iornuiion and are depos
ited closer to die ^uitiue. 

Bechtel is. now doiiiij the preliminary 
engineenng work in us San Francisco 
offices. 

The deep dnlling is expected to pro
duce hotter bnne—possiblv at tempera
tures as high as 750 F—than previous 
*otherrr.al projects. The corrosive 
brine will be ingh in dissolved mmerals. 

"It's a challenge that will require the 
development of new technologies and 
creative solutions.' said DOE Under Sec
retary \V. Patnck Collins at a ground-
breakmg ceremony at the sue. • 

Execu t ive Report Los Ange l e s , CA 
KPAC and KFAC-FM Oct . 1 1 , 1984 

Bechtel ^&tlonal TpC. of San rranclaco raportad receipt of a 

35.3 mlUlon contract from tRe u. 3. Departasrrt of 2nerar to ax-

Dlore the heart of a deep geothernal resource near the 3alton Sea, 

soitB 10,000 feet oenaath California'3 laperlal Valley. 



Dal ly Comraercial New-s 
aan t tancxsco, CA 
° c t . 12, 1984 

Bechtel jgiven research contract 
Commercial News Staif 

A $5.3 millioa federal contract has been awarded to the San 
Francisco's Bechtel Group Inc. to design, drill arid assess ai deep 
geothennal well in the Salton Sea geothermal area of California's 
liuperial Valley. 

The contract waa made public Thursday by the San Francisco 
operations officeof the U.S. Department of Energy. 

The 24-month special project will examine the potential 
geothermal resource of the area by drilling a well into an area 
where magma from deep inside the earth has been injected into 
the crust. 

Besides evaluating the site as a potential source of power, the-
research will provide scientists with their first opportunity to 
study such a thermal regime in the earth's crust. 

The project is unique because of its bilateral focus, basic geos
cience study and geothermal research,-and because the drilling is 
expected to encounter a unique combination of high temperature, 
pressure and salinity factors. 

The contract represents the first of a series of government-
sponsored researtA efforts under the joint DOE - Geological 
Survey - National Science Foimdation Continential Scientific 
Drilling Program and could include similar endeavors exploring 
other areas of the earth's crust. 

San Francisco Chronicls 
December 1, 1984 

5/o#o eXs Ceothermai Profett 
salton <̂:'!r ^° c""u l°-0«>-foot >'eil on the shore of the 
l ^ l Z T '!? ^°"*''^'"" California to test what may bl 
one of the hottest geothermal energy sources in the 
nation won state approval Thursday The S5 9 mHi on 
project w,ll be conducted by Bechte Group of SaJ 
Francisco under a grant by the U.S. Department of 

e c u Y o r l l i l S - ? ° T ' ' " ' " ' '^ handles "uTh"r°o-
! n L L , ® ^i^'^ ^'"^^ Commission. United Press 

3 . „ ^ ^ \ T ^,^'^"'"^"'0 that the initial project was 
begun in .March 1983 by Bear Creek .Mming-Co J 

.nThrvenSe.""'^" ' " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' included^B-J^ht:! 



DzxEsnzasimDJE 
BECHTEL BEGETS 

$5.3 MILLION 
The United States government and Industry 

tiave joined forces to launch a project to tap the 
geothermal potential of what could be the hottest 
field in the United Stares. The federal government 
has executed a 5.3 million dollar contract in favor 
of Bechtel Group, Inc., San Francisco, California to 
design, drill and access a geothermal well in the 
imp)eriai Valley of California, potentially the geo
thermal Saudi Arabia of the U.S. 

Deeper reservoir exploration could yield 25 
million kilowatts of geothermal power within the 
next 50 years, as compared to the current capa
city of 5-7 million kilowatts., says Robert W. Rex, 
president of Republic Geothermal Inc., of Santa 
Fe Springs, California. 

Preliminary efforts are underway in Bechtel's 
offices with an anticipated drilling starting date 
set for February 1985. Completion of the drilling is 
scheduled for the following June; flow testing will 
continue through October of 1985. Drilling is 
expected to go out for bid in December 1984 and 
January 1985, with the award granted sometime 
in January. 

Technical difficulties are anticipated in the ex
ecution of this project. According to the Oil 8t Gas 
Journal, "...Project drilling is expected to en
counter high temperatures, pressures, and salini
ties in combinations never before dealt with..." 
However, officials at the Department of Energy are 
optimistic about the project and anticipate suc
cess. According to John Crawford, DOE project 
manager, "...some of the technical challenges in 
the program may provide opportunities for 
improvements in drilling and data acquisition 
technology..." 

This contract is the first of a government-spon
sored series, under the Joint DOE Geological 
Survey and the National Science Foundation Con
tinental Scientific Drilling Program. For further infor
mation contact John Crawford at DOE, 1333 
Broadway, Oakland, Ca. 95612, or telephone 
him at (415) 273-7944. 

UNION UNIFIES ITS INTEREST 
In a move to expand its energy reserve, Union 

Oil has agreed to pay Diamond Shamrock Corp
oration $285 million for an additional 25% interest 
in their Geysers field holdings. Before the sale 
agreement. Union Oil and Diamond Shamrock 
held equal shares in the Geysers. As a result of the 
sale. Union Oil will hold a 75% stake in the field, 
thereby reducing Diamond's interest to 25%. 

The Geysers is the largest geothermal energy 
field in the world, bar none. According to a 
spokesman from Diamond Shamrock. Diamond 
sold part of its interest to make funds available for 
other planned geothermal ventures. 

Union Oil, a subsidiary of Unocal, sells its out
put of geothermal steam to Pacific Gas and 
Electric Co. to produce approximately one million 
kilowatts of electricity. 

WHAT NEVADA NEEDS 
A senate subcommittee hearing in April, 1984 

examined the current status of Nevada's geo
thermal energy industry. According to the Geo
thermal Resources Council Bulletin, October, 
1984, Nevada has great potential in that it con
tains the most geothermal lease acreage of any 
state, one million acres. However, the major draw
backs which Nevada must face are derived from 
the impact which the federal government has on 
existing leases and acreage limitations, Ed 
Spang, State Director of the Bureau of Land Man
agement of Nevada says that Nevada faces the 
termination of existing leases'with "producible 
wells, under 10-years lease terms, and federal 
acreage limitations." 

However, the federal government has shown 
signs of their intentions to coopjerate with Nevada's 
pursuit of alternative modes of energy. On Oct
ober 9, 1984, the federal government gave the 
official go-ahead on the first federally-approved 
geothermal power plant. Spang stated that the 
Federally-approved 9-nnegawatt plant will be 
constructed by Phillips Petroleum Company and 
will be located at the Desert Peak Federal Geo
thermal unit in Churchill County, just 30 miles north
east of Fernly. Construction on the plant is expected 
to be complete by late 1965. 

INTERNATIONAL GEOTHERMAL ENERGY NEWSLETTER 
iTHEGEYSEP. INC-IW/ l 
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N E W S F R O M B E C H T E L For Ret«ase:̂ ME3iATE 4 
Engtr̂ eer* and Constructors »=°̂  '="'''^®' Information Contact: . . ^ ^ ^ 
Fifty Beale Sueet Dan Pumell (415) 76ft-6C50 (Bechtel) ^ X'^^^ 
San Ffafid3co.CA 94105 Wolfgang Ro:5enberg (415) 275-7829 (WH) l - ^ 

Janet White (714) 787-S304 (UC River:ilde} 

SAN FRAHCISCO, Octoler 23» 198S - Under a $(t.l3 million contract with the? 
y.S, Departtient o£ Energy» Bechtel has begun drilling a two-mile deep ucll 
that brill reach Into one of the hottest geotherms.! fields in the United States. 

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Program (SSSDP) is the first raajor 
enterprise of the Continental Scienti.fic Drilling Program, a joint research 
effort by tJ:e OC'E, the National Science Foundation and the V',r>, Geological 
Survey. I t is located nsar the Salton Sea In Califomia*s Imjierial Valley. 

The well will probe a region where geological conditions allow inagwa to 
approach the surface, he.iting reservcirs of highly saline, mineral ridi brine 
to more than 700 degrees Farenheit. The well will be the Eirsit U,S, drilling 
project ever to encounte.: the combination of such extreoe temperatures and 
salinities at this depth, 

"In addition to the extreme geological conditions,, this project'is unique 
because of tlie dominant priority placed on'sclent:i£ic objectives," said Dr. 
Charles Jilarp^r, project manager from Bethtel's Re-Jearch and Development 
Division. 

The scientific objectives are bei;:\g tarrie-J o\tt by 37 groups of 
scientists, i:unded by three federal agencies. Dr, Wilfred Elders, geologiiit 
from the University of California at Riverside, h&.s been named chief sclent:ist. 

IDr. Elders artd his collegues will be perfo",rmir„g research under a special 
.grant fro3i the National Science Foundation. His group has studied the 
Iijiperial Valley for more than a decade. ^\ ^ ^^^^^.^^.^^^ c/(- (;^n^,f.fi 

"Until now, resource comp,anies/icaVried\out'^this/activity, rtfid''i:he 
resulting inlonoation was- proprietary," Elders said, "the Sal̂ zon SJea project 
;ls a uniqpje opportunity to gather new scientific data about the depths of a 
geotliermal field and make i t available' to all conceme«3," 

VORE 

Principa Operating Conpanles of Bechtel Group, Inc. 

pi Bechtel Povier Corporaiion 

8{.'Chtef CfVi & Minerdis, in 
Bechtef Petfoteurn, Inc. . „ , I i 
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In addition to the U.S., scientists from Japan, Canada,, Great Britain, 
Australia and Belgium will conduct specific studies of; the samples and o£ the 
data, collected during dr;.lling and flow testing. 

The studies, selected and awarded from more tlun 60 proposals, will 
investigate .jeodieoiistry,, petrology, geophysics, iind the activity of 
(oicro-organisms In hot, sialine environments. The medianisris of ore fomiation 
from geothennal brine will also be studied, providing additional Infontiation 
£or future S'iudles of the potential for coiiifflercia.". mineral recovery. 

The Salton Sea Geathermal Field is potentially one; of the world's ttiost 
extensive re;;ervoirs of feothenaal energy. Scientists estimate that if it:3 
heat were converted into electricity It could provide as much as l y O l o ^ ^ 
megawatt-cenuuries '- encugh to supply the energy needs for a city of ̂ fiv^ ^ " ^ 1 
million peopl.e for a hundred years. '^\_ 

Brilling will continue through March 1986, A six-month standby period 
will follow l:o allow scientists to moil tor tempere.ture and pressure changeis in 
the well and take addiitional samples." More thjin i:,000 feet of core sample-; 
will be withcirawri during and after the drillinjj. 

The lease! holder on the site, Kenjieco,tt,>as the option, to pursue further 
commercial testing after the SSSDP is c^pipleted. 

The Imperial Valley is part of the Gulf of California rift system. It's 
one of only two places la the world wliere sea-floor spreading effects a 
contiinent,! Ihe Salton Sea geothermal field is caused by this spreading of the 
earth's cirust. Intrusions of magma thousands of feet below the surface heat 
brines to very hot tenperatures at the site. 
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^United States Government Department of Energy 

memorandum 
QATE: October 15 , 1985 

ATTN OF: F o s s i l & Geothermal Branch 

SUBJECT: Sa l to f i Sea Spud i n Press Release 

TO: Wilt Elders, UC Riverside 
Cnarles Harper Bechtel 

The attached release is a draft of the release to be sent out to announce spud 
of the Deep Well. It will be polished by DOE's PR group. 

If you have any serious problems with it, please contact me. 

I recommend that U.C. Riverside, Bechtel and DOE all send out the same release 
concurrently. In this manner we may duplicate some recipients but an impor
tant entity will not be overlooked. 

Anthony j. Adduci, Chief 
Fossil, Geothennal & Solar 
Energy Programs Division 

cc: Ray Wallace 
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October 23, 1985 

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Program (SSSDP) began the 
drilling of a well which will reach almost two miles into one of 
the hottest geothermal fields in the U.S. located in the Imperial 
Valley of California. 

The SSSDP is the first major undertaking of the Continental -/̂ ê  
Scientific Drilling Program; a joint research effort by 'IjTs. 
Dept. of Energy National Science Foundation and the U.S. Geologi
cal Survey. 

U.S. DOE has contracted with the Bechtel Corp. to manage the 
drilling of. the well and surrounding facilities to support scien
tific data acquisition and experiments. . .-

iE&e Kennecott Corp^^ owner of the geothermal lease, thro ughagjreej^/ 
ment with Bechtel has agreed to allow fefte SSSDP pcogram'^o tfake""""̂  
place on its lease and to use its permits for the program. 

The well will probe a region where geological conditions/«allow?««' 
molten magma to come near the surface, heating reservoirs of 
highly saline, mineral rich brine to more than 700 degrees Faren
heit. The well will be the first U.S. drilling project ever to 
encounter the combination of such extreme temperatures and 
salinities at this, depth. 

"In addition to the extreme geological conditions, the project is 
unique of the dominant priority placed on scientific objectives," 
said Charles Harper, project manager for Bechtel's Research and 
Development Division. 

The scientific objectives of the SSSDP program will be carried 
out by 37 groups of scientists funded by the National Science 
Foundation, U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Dept. of Energy. 

The studies, selected and awarded from more than 60 proposals, 
will investigate geochemistry, petrology, geophysics, and the 
activity of micro-organisms, in hot, saline environments. The 
mechanisms of ore formation from geothermal brine will also be 
studied, providing additional information for future,studies of 
the potential for commercial mineral recovery. 

Dr. Wilfred Elders, geologist from the University of California, 
Riverside, has been named Chief Scientist. He and his colleagues 
have studied the Imperial Valley for more than a decade and will 
be performing research under a special grant from the National 
Science Foundation. 

"Untii now, resource companies carried out this activity, and the 
resulting information was proprietary," said Elders. "The Salton 

- 1 -



Sea Scientific Drilling Project is a unique opportunity to gather 
scientific data about the depths of a geothermal field." 

In addition to the U.S. scientists, scientists from research 
groups in japan, Canada, Great Britain, Australia and Belgium 
will conduct specific studies of the samples and data collected 
during drilling and flow testing of the well. 

.The well will penetrate into temperatures expected to reach 750*-* 
F. The Salton Sea Geothermal Field is potentially one of the 
world's most extensive reservoirs of geothermal energy. Scien- L^^ 
tists estimate that if this heat were converted to electricity, MJA^ 
it could provide as much as 5,000 megawatt-centuries—enough to 

i^& 

supply the energy needs of a city of 5 million people for a hun- ^ 
dred years. ^ 

The Imperial Valley is part of the Gulf of California rift sys
tem, one of only two places in the world where sea-floor spread
ing IS affecting a continent. The Salton Sea Geothermal Field is 
caused by this spreading of the earth's crust. Intrusions of 
molten rock or magma thousands of feet below the surface heat 
brines to very hot temperatures. 

During and after the drilling over 2,000 feet of core will be 
withdrawn from the well; several instruments will be lowered into 
the well to gather scientific data; and fluid samples will be 
taken by both flowing the well at selected depths and by placing 
sampling instruments into the well. 

The drilling operation will continue through March 1986 and then 
a six month post drilling period will begin. The entire SSSDP is 
scheduled to be completed by November 1986 but the scientific 
evaluation of the data and samples will be the basis for years of 
study. 

r J ^ ^ ''j^ 



NR 85/86 085 
October IS, 19.35 

Hold for release Wednesday,- Oct. 23. 1985 

SUWECT: DSILLIfS BEGI8S IN $8 MILLIOW RESL/WCH VEMTURE 

RIVERSIDE - - D r i l l i r i g of a research wel l tvi'o miles deep began today (Oct. 

23) as sc ient is ts and engiceers launched an $8 mi l l i on rese,3rch venture to 
-Hit rof\A t f 

proi>2/tone of the hottest geothermal f i e l ds in the world, near the Salton Sea 

in the Southern Ca l i fo rn ia desert. 

Wi l f red Elders, a Universi ty of Ca l i f o rn i a , Riverside geologist , is the 

chief sc ien t is t coordinating an in ternat iona l team of 37 sc i en t i f i c groups who 

w i l l conduct $2 rail l ion of research and instrumentation projects at the 

s i t e , j A consortium headed by Bechtel Nat ional , Inc . , w i l l perform d r i l l i n g 

and engineering a c t i v i t i e s under a $6.1 m i l l i on contract awarded by the 

Oepart(Ti?nt of Energy 

The borehole in Southern Ca l i f o rn ia ' s Imperial Valley is the f i r s t (!v?jor 

project to set underway in the natlofwlde Continental Sc ien t i f i c D r i l l i n g 

PrografB. The d r i l l i n g program is made possible by j o i n t sponsorship of the 

NctiOAal Science FcKindation, the U.S. Geological Survey and the Eoercj' 

Departrrjent, and through cooperation of Kennecott, the leaseholder O,T the s i t e . 

The well may reach tenperatures of 750 degrees Fahrenheit at i t s 

projected depth of 10,000 fee t , making i t one of the hottest on ear th. 

Situated on the south shore of the Salton Sea, the borehole w i l l be the f i r s t 

dee9 geothennal wel l in the United States d r i l l e d for s t r i c t l y s c i e n t i f i c 

purposes. 

Cl_nJrit^l nor, resource companies c r r i e d out th is ? c t i v i t y ^ a ind the -V^ I ^ j ' ^ ^ 

resul t ing information was p rop r i e ta ry , " said Elders,- 'The Salton Sea 

—more-
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Geothermal D r i l l i n g 2-2-2 

Sc ien t i f i c D r i l l i n g Project is a unique-opportunity to gather s c i e n t i f i c data 

abwjt the -dep^ o f - * geotherw3l''#4H&-}-4. 7 , 

The Salton Sea Seothenial F ie ld is po ten t ia l l y one of the world's tjcst 

extensive reservoirs of geothermal energy. Scient ists estirrate that i f th is 

heat were converted to e l e c t r i c i t y , i t could provide as much as 5,000 

megawatt-centuries - - enough to supply the ener^ needs of a c i t y of 5 mi l l i on 

people for a hundred years. 

The I.mperial Valley is part of the G<ilf of Ca l i fo rn ia r i f t system, one of 

only two.places in the world where sea-f loor spreading is a f fec t ing a 

continent. The Salton Sea Geothermal Field^j-s -caused-by th is spreading of the 

earth's crust . In t rus ions of molten rock or magma thousands of feet be.low the 

surfiCG heat brines to very hpt ten^eratures. 

The Salton Sea pro ject w i l l enable engineers to research and develop 

d r i l l i n g technology. The wel l w i l l be among the f i r s t U.S. research d r i l l i n g 

projects ever to encounter such extreme temperatures and^d^pt+es/•»'•*''""''^ . 

/''''^ Elders and his UCR colleague Lewis Cohen w i l l coordinate s c i e n t i f i c " ^ 

studies natiorpwide under a $225,000 grant from the National Science ( 

Foundation. He and his associates at UCR w i l l carry out indivickjal research 

projects on the s i t e under grants exceeding $700,000 in the coming year. 

The d r i l l i n g and research a c t i v i t i e s are projected to continue through 

November of 1936, inc lud ing a six-month period to continue monitoring and 

sampling af ter d r i l l i n g is completed. Kennecott, the lease holder, has the 

option to pursue fu r ther coimierclal tes t ing af ter the project is completed. 

One m i l l i on do l lars is budgeted for cor ing, which could y i e l d over 2,000 

feet of core. Engineers and sc ien t i s t s at the s i t e w i l l log tenpcrature, 

pressure, and geophysical measurements, and take dos^nhole sanvles during 

d r i l l i n g . Three tes ts of the flew rate of f'eam and brine from the well are 

--more-
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planned. 

Samples taken from the borehole co j l d unlock the secrets of geotherrrfil 

processes, and help engineers harness a vast potent ia l pcwer source for 

Southern Ca l i f o rn ia . 

"One of our nsdin goals is to characterize th is resource," Elders said. 

" I f you understand 5 resource, you can more i n t e l l i g e n t l y explo i t i t . You 

have to know hew big the ressurcio i s , deterprine i t s degree of perfseabi l i t y and 

pinpoint the areas of higher flow rates. You need to know i f d r i l l i n g deeper 

w i l l get you higher power production per w e l l . We thiivk the answer is yes, 

but i t remains to be demonstrated i f th is Is good economics." 

Part ic ipants in research include sc ien t i s ts from Japan, Canada, B r i t a i n , 

Aus t ra l ia , and Belgium'. The sc ien ts is ts are invest igat ing geochemistry, 

petrolosr', geophysics, and the a c t i v i t y of microorganis.is in hot environittents. 

Charles. Harper, project n^nager at Bechtel, noted, "The d r i l l i n g Is 

expected to encounter an unprecedented combination of high terfperature, 

pressure and s a l i n i t y condi t ions. He hope to tap the area inside the earth 

close to where magrre comes in to contact with an aquifer, which is the heart of 

a geothernel reservoi r . D r i l l i n g at those temperatures and in contact wi th 

highly corrosive brines Is reaching the l i m i t s of current technology. ' 

Elders a t t r ibu tes the slow pace of commercial development of t h i s 

geotheriml f i e l d to the technical d i f f i c u l t y and high cost of handling the 

Salton Sea brines, which contain up to 25 percent of dissolved sa l t s , 

"However t h i s disadvantage luay, in the fu ture , become an even stronger 

incent ive to develop the resource for combined power production and minerals 

recovery," he said. ' I f 90 percent of the mineral values in the brine were to 

be recovered, the i r market value would be $500 to $1,500 rnillion a year. I t 

remains to be seen i f i t can be done p r o f i t a b l y , " 

•-more--
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This brine f i e l d could po ten t ia l l y .constitute the largest reserve of 

platinum i n the United States and a 1,000 megawatt plant could supply.14 to 31 

percent of the U.S. demand for manganese, a s t rategic tnetal, he added. Data 

w i l l also aid s c i e n t i s t s ' understanding of ore formation, 

"From ea r l i e r studies we knew th i s f i e l d contains ores of i r on , lead, 

zinc and copper. Ore formation is being studied because we believe i r ^o r tan t 

ores form from such br ings. The brine contains abnormally high concentrations 

of i r o n , (wnganese, l i t h i u m , z inc , lead and s i l v e r , " Elders sa id . 

Other plans of the Continental S c i e n t i f i c D r i l l i n g Program involve 

d r i l l i n g a deep wel l i n the Southern Appalachian Mountains, In an ore bo&/ in 

Colorado, and in the v i c i n i t y of the San Andreas Fault In Cajon Pass, 

Ca l i fo rn ia . 

Sifflultaneous releases have been issued by Bechtel, Inc. and the 

Departn^nt of Energy. For more informat ion, please contact; 

Janet White, Univers i ty of Ca l i f o rn i a , Riverside, (714) 787-5304, 

Dan Purne l l , Bechtel , I nc . \ {4lS) 768-6050. or 

Wolfgang Rosenberg, Dept. of Energy, (415) 273-7829 

- 3 0 - -

Janet White 
Science Writer (714) 787-5304 



S. HARRY ORFANOS 
DIRECTOR OF PUBL IC WORKS 
COUNTY ROAD COMMISSIONER 
COUNTY SURVEYOR 
COUNTY ENOINEER 

' % £ J^^^:«4«t l9AA>ia<Vtlui 9.idttlct Ut th£. W&k£d'' 

TELEPHONE 

6 1 9 - 3 3 9 - 4 4 6 2 

December 30, 1985 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

155 SOUTH 11TH S T R E E T 

E L C E N T R O , C A L I F O R N I A 9 2 2 4 3 - 2 8 5 3 

United States Department of Energy 
Office of Renewable Energy. Technologies 
Geothermal Technology Division 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

SUBJECT: Chjancre of Name and Address For Mailing Salton 
Sea Scientific^ prilling Pro.g.r..am Inf.orma±ion 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

This Department receives the information on the Salton Sea 
Scientific Drilling Program from your Division. We would 
appreciate you updating your mailing list to assure the 
information is received by the proper persons within our 
organization. Please make the following correction: 

DELETE: Ms. Margaret Rands 
Geothermal Coordinator 
Courthouse 
El Centro, CA 92243 

S. Harry Orfanes 
County of Imperial 
Director of Public Works 
155 South 11th Street 
El Centro, CA 92243-2853 

Thank you for your assistance in correcting the mailing of 
your publications. 

Sincerely yours, 

S. Harry Orfanos 
Director of Public Works 

By: 

Jean Mavity 
Deputy Director of Public Works 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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WORLD'S DEEPEST GEOTHERMAL WELL PROPOSED: 

THE SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROJECT 

A consortium of federal agencies which sponsor earth sciences research 
and energy technology development is considering a proposal by scientists from 
the University of California, Riverside, to study the deepest, and probably 
hottest, geothermal well In the world. In the Imperial Valley of southern 
California several geothermal fields are being actively developed by industry 
as non-polluting sources of electric power. The largest and hottest of these 
Is at the south end of the Salton Sea. Subterranean temperatures In this 
field exceed 690°F at 7,000 feet depth over a wide area. Formerly, the high 
salinity of the water encountered, which contain up to 25% of dissolved salts, 
has been a barrier to the development of this enormous resource. New 
technological developments now hold promise of overcoming this problem. 

A 10 megawatt electric generating plant has operated In the Salton Sea 
field since August 1982 with a 96% availability factor. Two 50 megawatt 
plants are now planned by other Industrial concerns. There is also Interest 
in extracting chemicals from the brines, which contain unusually high 
contents of metals such as copper, lead, zinc, and even silver. This rare 
association of high temperatures and high salinities Is similar to the 
recently discovered deep ocean-floor hot springs In the East Pacific. These 
precipitate a wide array of metallic ores. 

Up to now, scientific study of these unusual phenomena in the Salton Sea 
field has been difficult. This Is because information from the thirty 
proprietary geothermal wells drilled by Industry so far In the field is 
confidential. However, in the fall of 1982 one developer, Republic 
Geothermal, Inc. (RGI), recognized the need for research on such geothermal 
fields and responded favorably to a request to collaborate with researchers at 
the University of California, Riverside (UCR), Drs. W. A. Elders and L. H. 
Cohen. These Investigators have a contract with the Office of Nuclear Waste 
Isolation to study naturally-occurring radioactive elements in hot brines. 
They are investigating geothermal fields as natural analogs of possible 
conditions In a nuclear waste repository. The idea Is to obtain data to model 
the potential for migration of dissolved radionuclides away from proposed 
waste repositories In salt mines. 

Further discussion between the UCR group and RGI led to the even more 
ambitious plan to "add-on" to a well to be drilled by RGI in the spring of 
1983. This well, in the eastern part of the field, is scheduled to reach 
12,000 feet depth. As a first step, the UCR proposal requests funds to pay 
added costs of obtaining rock and brine samples and other data from this well. 
Funds are also requested to explore the roots of this geothermal system by 
deepening the well to 18,000 feet, the limit of the available drilling rig. 
All of the information obtained would be released to the scientific community. 

The most ambitious aim of the proposed experiment Is to approach the heat 
source which the UCR group believes to be intrusions of molten rock from 
below. The first 12,000 feet of the well will yield more samples and data to 
the public domain than are available from any commercial geothermal well yet 
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drilled In the U.S.A. Deepening the well to 18,000 feet will explore an 
extreme environment of pressure and temperature never before investigated 
directly. The well would explore for steam at depths and pressures (and 
probably temperatures) greater than any other geothermal well anywhere In the 
world. The UCR scientists speculate that the well may encounter 
"superconvectlon." According to a recent theory, at high enough pressures and 
temperatures, fluids can flow much faster than is possible at less extreme 
conditions. Although such deep wells are more expensive to drill, if 
"superconvectlon" were to occur, the power output from them would be many 
times greater than that from shallower wells. 

The data and samples obtained from this deep well will be used to 
Interpret the three-dimensional geological structure and hydrology of the this 
geothermal resource. However, just as important, it will help develop 
necessary technology and experience in drilling and producing steam from wells 
which are much deeper and hotter than those currently employed by the 
geothermal industry. Drs. Elders and Cohen believe that such experiments have 
the potential, in the long term, of enormously Increasing the size of the 
known geothermal energy resources of the country. 

They point out that RGI will have Invested some $15 million in developing 
this site by the time it Is brought into steam production. The UCR 
researchers propose to "piggy-back" on this Investment by seeking a further 
$6 million of government and other funds to cover the additional engineering 
and scientific costs of the proposed experiment. Dr. Elders stated, "This is 
a wonderful opportunity for collaboration between industry and government with 
a high potential for important new scientific returns. In my opinion, it is 
exactly the kind of high risk basic and applied research which should be 
supported by the appropriate federal agencies." 



ESTIMATED BUDGET FOR THE SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROJECT 

DOE 
RGI 
$K 

NSF 

k TOTAL 
$K 

Phase 1 - FY 83 Expenditures 

Coring, sampling, logging 
Mechanical modifications 225.0 

130.0 

Salaries, expendibles, curation, 
administration, science support 

TOTALS PHASE 1 225.0 

50.6 

180.6 405.6 

Phase 2 - FY 84 Expenditures 

2Â  Deepening well, etc. 3,280.0 
2B Fracture stimulation, experiment 965.0 

Curation, administration, 
science support 

2C Restoring well to production 440.0 

TOTALS PHASE 2 4,685.0 

276.0 

276.0 4,970.0 

Phase 3 - FY 84 Expenditures 

Science, salaries, etc. 
Overhead 

, TOTALS PHASE 3 

477.0 
117.0 

sgO" 594.0 

TOTAL PROPOSED COSTS PHASE 1. 2. 3. $4,91070 $1,050.6 $5,969.6 



World's Deepest 

Geothermal Well 

Proposed at Salton Sea 

Editor's Note: If it is funded, this proposed deep well 
project could be one of the most important research 
events of the decade. Let us keep in mind that projects 
such as this are the life blood of a growing industry. 

A proposal to drill the world's 
deepest well (18,000 ft) into the 
Salton Sea geothermal anomaly near 
Niland in the Imperial Valley of 
California was submitted to the 
National Science Foundation. The 
"Salton Sea Scientific Drilling 
Project" submitted on November 5, 
1982, was co-authored by Drs. 
Wilfred Elders and Lewis Cohen of 
the University of California, River
side. On December 8, 1982, the 
Continental Scientific Drilling 
Committee met in San Francisco in 
an open meeting to discuss the pro
posal. (Another proposal to do deep 
drilling and related research in the 
Valles Caldera of New Mexico is 
reported to be in preparation by an 
ad-hoc group that met in New 
Mexico in early October of 1982.) 

The project—a three-way effort 
between the University of California, 
Riverside, the National Science 
F o u n d a t i o n , and R e p u b l i c 
Geothermal, Inc. of Santa Fe 
Springs, California—will begin in 
March 1983. Republic plans to drill a 
third well on its fee lease which is 
centered about 1-1/2 miles southwest 
of Niland, There are two existing 
wells on Republic's Niland property. 
The well is scheduled to 12,000 ft and 
will eventually become a producer 
for a planned 49 MW power plant 
that should be operational in late 
1985. 

The proposal calls for the drilling 
and completion of this well with 
larger diameter hole and casing that 
would allow its deepening to 18,000 
ft. Republic is receptive to the 
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interim use of the well ("add ons") as 
a research project. 

Following is a description of the 
three Project Phases together with an 
outline of the proposed budget: 

PHASE I 

Repubhc plans to drill its well to 
12.000 ft at a cost of S2.6 million. The 
first phase would "add on" the 
following components: 

1. Limited coring and water 
sampling during the drilling opera
tion to 12,000 ft, and 

2. Increasing the hole diameter 
to provide for a special casing 
completion program that will allow 
the well to be deepened to 18,000 ft. 

Cost S 410,000 

PHASE II 

Phase / / / I -continuous coring and 
limited fluid samphng of the well as it 
is deepened from 12,000 to 18,000 ft. 
Open-hole wireline logging and 
production testing. No casing is to be 
run. 

Cost $3,280,000 

Phase II B - Perform a fracture 
dilation and well stimulation 
experiment. 

Cost $ 970,000 

Phase I IC- Restoration of the well 
to a production mode and other 
related costs. 

Cost S 720,000 

PHASE III 

Study of down-hole core samples 
and preparation of final report. 

Cost $ 590,000 

Total Cost $5,971,000 

Finally, there will be a period of 
time set aside from August 1984 to 
June 1985 when the well will be 
available for research projects 
sponsored by other parties. 

The benefits of this research 
project could be far-reaching and 
have a positive impact on the 
development of geothermal energy 
world-wide. Among the numerous 

primary data collection possibilities 
are: 

1. The possible existence of 
superconvecting geothermal systems 
and the economic implications 
thereof, 

2. The nature of the heat source 
and its lithologic characteristics, and 

3. The possibility of solution 
mining and metal recovery from deep 
circulating brines. 

If you wish to know more about 
this proposed project, contact 
Wilfred Elders, Ph.D., Institute of 
Geophysics and Planetary Physics, 
University of California, Riverside, 
CA 92521, 1-714/787-3439. CT. 

J^EOTHERMAL«SYSIEMS 
sflCAiyi BE ICOMPFTITIVE , 

I f r ^ i t K ^ t h e :McQuay?tgeothermal vTempli-
§#ier^^^heat p u m p tsystem': 4£jcost-ef f icient 
f jgeothermal ^application for commercia l , 
•s*i industrial,rSinstitutiqnal l a n d f ^ 
,4sheating:vf. :r'?-î '-.:̂ ^-''-^^ '̂--: '\^i'':'f''''r. Br•'•'^'•••-"-: 

The geothermal Templifier® heat pump system can offer lower 

installation and operating costs. . .an attractive return on investment 

is possible even over a conventional fossil-fired boiler system. 

How? Low level geothermal heat,can be temperature-amplified by 

as much as 80 to W l to increase the deliverable hot water 

temperature. 

The Templifier® heat pump can accelerate geothermal use by. . . 

* obtaining higher temperatures (up to 230°!^ without the expense 

or problems of drilling much deeper wells. 

* upgrading a resource where the flow or temperature is 

inadequate. 

Find out how the Geothermal Templifier® Heat Pump system could 

make sense for your next project. Write McQuay Templifier 

Department, Box 2510, Staunton, VA 24401. 

mcQunv 
GROUP 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

BEBKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • I.OS ANCELES • RrVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO I l i M ' W f t l K l c I l SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521 
AND PLANETARY PHYSICS 

February 14, 1983 

To: Recipients of the Proposal "Salton Sea 
Sc ient i f i c D r i l l i n g Project: Phase 1" 

From: W. A. Elders N A / ^ Z 

Re: Revised Timetable 

Attached is the la test revision of the proposed timetable for the ent i re 
Salton Sea Sc ient i f i c D r i l l i n g Project. Now that the Federal Loan Guarantee 
has been negotiated, Republic Geothermal, Inc. proposes to order well casing 
in mid-Apr i l . Phase 1 d r i l l i n g would be concluded in December 1983 and Phase 
2 d r i l l i n g would begin in July 1984, allowing 6 months for surface and 
downhole studies of the f i r s t 12,000 f t . of hoTe^ TRe" remainder of the 
dr i l l i ng /produc t ion schedule w i l l permit a to ta l of 12 months for various 
studies of the interval between 12,000 and 18,000 f t . 

We would again l i ke to emphasize that the range of possible sc ien t i f i c 
and reservoir engineering investigations is not l imi ted to those spec i f i ca l l y 
mentioned in our proposal. We would welcome par t ic ipat ion by other 
invest igators for whom 111/2 months is spec i f i ca l l y a l lo t ted in the timetable 
under the heading of "Special Logging and Testing". As mentioned in our 
proposal, the Steering Committee w i l l oversee the project planning, 
coordinate experiments, and d is t r ibu te samples and data among the d i f fe rent 
invest igators. 

The management of Republic Geothermal, Inc. have indicated that i f th is 
project goes forward they w i l l release data on the two adjacent wells on the 
s i te and would consider the poss ib i l i t y of wel l - to-wel l experiments by other 
invest igators i f consistent with sound engineering pract ices. 



Figure 5. Proposed timetable 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANCELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIECO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS 
AND PLANETARY PHYSICS 

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521 

C-AS^P"^-' .tL/> ^ 

February 14, 1983 

To: Recipients of the Proposal "Salton Sea 
Scientific Drilling Project: Phase 1" 

RECEIVED 
RONALD S. H. TOA/\S 

FEB 2 4 
From: W. A, Elders V' 

Re: Revised Timetable 
FILI 

Attached is the latest revision of the proposed timetable for the entire 
Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project. Now that the Federal Loan Guarantee 
has been negotiated, Republic Geothermal, Inc. proposes to order well casing 
in mid-April. Phase 1 drilling would be concluded in December 1983 and Phase 
2 drilling would begin in July 1984, allowing 6 months for surface and 
downhole studies of the first 12,000 ft. of hole. The remainder of the 
drilling/production schedule will permit a total of 12 months for various 
studies of the interval between 12,000 and 18,000 ft. 

We would again like to emphasize that the range of possible scientific 
and reservoir engineering investigations is not limited to those specifically 
mentioned in our proposal. We would welcome participation by other 
investigators for whom 111/2 months is. specifically allotted in the timetable 
under the heading of "Special Logging and Testing". As mentioned in our 
proposal, the Steering Committee will oversee the project planning, 
coordinate experiments, and distribute samples and data among the different 
investigators. 

The management of Republic Geothermal, Inc. have indicated that if this 
project goes forward they will release data on the two adjacent wells on the 
site and would consider the possibility of well-to-well experiments by other 
investigators if consistent with sound engineering practices. 
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A GUIDE TO THE 

SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROJECT 

from 

The Ins t i tu te of Geophysics and Planetary Physics 

University of Ca l i fo rn ia , Riverside, CA 92521 

Principal Invest igator: W. A. Elders (714) 787-3439 

Co-Principal Invest igator: L. H. Cohen (714) 787-5029 

Abstract 

We propose to perform an "add-on" experiment to a commercial geothermal 

well to be drilled this spring in the Salton Sea geothermal field in the 

Imperial Valley of California. By deepening it to 18,000 ft we would be able 

to study the deepest, and hopefully the hottest, geothermal well in the world. 

One aim of the experiment is to try to reach pressures and temperatures where 

"super-convection" may exist, i.e., zones where extremely high flow rates of 

very hot fluid are postulated to occur. If successful this would increase the 

potential of geothermal resources enormously. 

Brines produced from this field contain unusually high contents of 

metals. Therefore this study is also important to understanding the formation 

of hydrothermal metal ore deposits similar to those known to be forming at the 

recently discovered submarine hot springs on mid-ocean spreading centers. 

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE AIMS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT 

We plan to drill the deepest geothermal well in the world in the hottest 

geothermal field so far discovered in North America. The Salton Sea geo

thermal field, is one of a series of geothermal fields in the Salton Trough, at 



the head of the Gulf of California, whose origin appears to be due to 

processes similar to those which give rise to high-temperature hot spring 

(hydrothermal) systems in ocean rift systems (sea-floor spreading centers). 

The geologic setting of this geothermal field in this zone of rifting, 

earthquakes and faults, where the earth's crust is being pulled apart, 

presents the only opportunity in North America to study processes akin to 

sea-floor spreading on land. There are obvious cost advantages to doing so. 

In this environment, the rifting of the continental crust is accompanied 

by intrusions of molten rock (magma) from below. Such intrusions are the most 

likely explanation of the high temperatures already measured in geothermal 

wells in the Salton Sea geothermal field which exceed 690°F at 7,000 ft. For 

more than a decade many earth scientists have enthusiastically discussed the 

concept of deep drilling to penetrate such bodies of molten rock and the zones 

of convecting groundwater above them. Penetrating such hydrothermal-magmatic 

systems could unlock enormous sources of energy. However an experiment to 

drill into an actual magma chamber at depth would require extensive 

technological improvements to drill into such a hostile environment 

(temperatures exceeding 2,000°F at more than 25,000 ft depth). Some 

preliminary cost estimates suggest that to successfully drill into a deep 

magma chamber, even in a favorable environment such as a young volcanic 

terrane, might cost more than $100 million and require ten years of 

development work. 

Our proposal is a modest preliminary step on the way to that long term 

goal. In the spring of this year Republic Geothermal, Inc. will drill a 

geothermal well to 12,000 ft in the eastern part of the Salton Sea field. We 

are requesting funds to study this well and deepen it to 18,000 ft. Situated 



as it is towards the flanks of the known geothermal field, we do not expect 

this well to reach a large magma chamber at only 18,000 ft depth. We aim to 

explore closer to the heat source in the roots of a hydrothermal system to 

look for possible zones of recharge where colder water is descending to be 

heated by the magma at greater depth, and to obtain samples of rock and water 

which will be used to interpret geophysical data obtained iat the surface. 

These data will be used to model the three dimensional structure and hydrology 

of the whole field. This in turn will help us to better define future deeper 

exploration targets in the center of the field. The experiment will also help 

develop the necessary technology and experience of drilling and producing 

steam from wells which a re deeper and hotter than those currently drilled by 

the geothermal industry. 

The first 12,000 ft of the well will yield more samples and data to the . 

public domain than are available from any commercial geothermal well yet 

drilled. Deepening the well to 18,000 ft will provide samples from a unique 

pressure/temperature environment never before investigated directly anywhere 

in the world. We would be exploring for permeable zones at depths and 

pressures never before explored in geothermal systems. We would also test the 

possiblity of creating fractures artifically and propping them open to 

generate permeability in the indurated rocks believed to exist at depth. 

Although such drilling is considerably more expensive than drilling to the 

more usual shallower depths, if successful, it may enter zones of 

"superconvection." According to a recent theory, at the appropriate 

(supercritical) high pressures and temperatures, fluid flow rates should be 

many times greater than those possible in less extreme conditions. Thus the 

speculation is such deep wells, although more expensive to drill, could yield 



much higher power output than wells drilled to lesser depths, because of the 

expected effect of higher pressure and temperature on flow rates. 

A further important aim is to explore more deeply one of the most saline 

geothermal fields in the world, where brines contain more than 25% of the 

dissolved salts. Salinity-controlled density gradients permit ^e ry high 

temperature gradients because they tend to inhibit thermally-driven 

convection. These brines contain very high metal contents and are actively 

precipitating copper, lead, zinc and silver ores. Their study should provide 

considerable insight into ore genesis in hydrothermal systems. We plan to 

pay particular attention to the content of naturally-occurring radioactive 

elements in the rock and brine samples we will obtain from this well. One 

geological situation which is a likely candidate for the host rock for a 

mined repository for hot nuclear waste is salt, which occurs as beds or domes 

in various sedimentary basins in the USA. The temperatures found in the 

Salton Sea geothermal field equal or exceed those predicted to occur in such a 

waste repository. With this in mind the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation has 

funded us to study geothermal fields as analogs of possible behavior around a 

waste repository. We are studying the extent to which radioactive elements 

are transported by the movement of hot brines in sedimentary rocks. Thus the 

samples obtained by the drilling discussed here will be an invaluable 

addition to this study of possible radionuclide migration in and near future 

nuclear waste repositories in salt mines. 

Our estimated budget for the incremental costs of this project are 

approximately $6 million. The cost advantage of doing this as an "add-on" 

experiment to a well which is to be drilled anyway are obvious. Republic 

Geothermal, Inc. will have invested $15,000,000 in this site by the time 



development is completed. We estimate that the cost of acquiring a 40 acre 

site in the center of the Salton Sea field, paying for a lease, paying 

royalties, compensating the operators for loss of revenues from steam 

production, drilling a well to 18,000 ft, drilling a disposal well, building 

brine handling and pumping facilities, and operating this dedicated facility 

for five years would be in excess of $20,000,000. Costs of doing science in 

this facility would be additional to this estimate. We believe therefore that 

the plan we have proposed is exciting scientifically, technically feasible, 

and cost-effective. Furthermore we can begin immediately. 

2. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSAL 

2.1 Introduction 

Early in the spring of this year a private company. Republic Geothermal, 

Inc., will begin drilling a 12,000 ft (3.7 km) deep steam well, which will be 

the deepest well in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field in the Imperial Valley of 

California. This well will be used to supply steam to a power plant to be 

built by Parsons Engineering in the fall of 1985. We propose to "piggy-back" 

on this commercial well and pay for deepening it to 18,000 ft (5.5 km) for 

scientific purposes. Our aims a re to drill the deepest geothermal well in the 

world. We wish to explore the roots of this intense hydrothermal system where 

temperatures reach 665°F at 7,000 ft (365°C at 2 km), and thus explore a 

regime of pressure and temperature never before directly studied in nature. 

By the time this well is brought into steam production late in 1985, 

Republic Geothermal, Inc. will have invested some $15 million in developing 

this site. We are requesting a further $6 million of government funds will 

cover the additional engineering and scientific costs of our proposed 

experiment. Our proposal to the National Science Foundation requesting the 



first $405,000, which must be committed in FY83 to fit the timetable of the 

operating company, is under consideration. However, before committing these 

funds the NSF needs some assurance that funding for deepening the well to 

18,000 ft will be forthcoming. We anticipate that these funds could come in 

FY84 and FY85 from a consortium of government agencies including the 

Department of Energy, the United States Geological Survey, and the National 

Science Foundation and others. Appendix I, the proposal submitted to NSF, 

gives a fuller documentation of the proposed project. 

2.2 Background to the Proposal 

The report entitled "Continental Scientific Drilling Program", published 

in 1979 by the U.S. Geodynamics Committee of the National Research Council, 

outlined the scientific reasons for drilling the continental crust for 

scientific purposes. The Continental Scientific Drilling Committee (CSDC) was 

subsequently established by the National Research Council - National Academy 

of Sciences to provide communication, coordination, and advice concerning 

implementation of such a program. 

Four major scientific objectives were identified in the report (U.S. 

Geodynamics Committee, 1979): (a) Basement Structures and Deep Continental 

Basins, (b) Thermal Regimes, (c) Mineral Resources, and (d) Earthquakes. Both 

the Thermal Regimes Panel and Nineral Resources Panel of the U.S. Geodynamics 

Committee specifically mentioned the Salton Sea Geothermal Field (SSGF) as a 

desirable target for continental drilling: (USGC Report, 1979, p. 97 and p. 

118-119). 

Thermal regimes are manifestations of the earth's internal heat, the 

energy source for earthquakes, volcanoes and geothermal areas. The USGC 

Report (1979, p. 11) states: 



"The Panel on Thermal Regimes identified two major objec
tives. The first is to produce three-dimensional understanding 
of heat sources and products of thermally driven processes and 
to improve the boundary conditions of predictive models. The 
second is to remove barriers to the understanding of high 
heat-flow geothermal systems." 

Similarly, according to the Mineral Resources Panel (USGC Report, 1979, p. 

11). 

"The essential path to finding mineral deposits is to under
stand how the ore-forming processes have operated in the 
crust...Many important mineral deposits are concentrations of 
valuable elements mobilized and transported with energy 
derived from hot magma (molten rock) driving reactions between 
aqueous fluids and rocks within the earth. Such centers of 
magma-geothermal activity may be sampled in depth by drilling 
in two types of situations: (a) Currently active systems of 
interest in connection with fundamental principles regarding 
sources of geothermal energy... (b) Ancient mineralized hydro-
thermal systems that have yielded significant ore deposits. 

In discussing scientific drilling the USGC Report pointed out the advantages 

of drilling "dedicated holes", i.e., holes drilled solely for scientific 

purposes but also encouraged "maximum use of holes of opportunity (holes 

drilled for specific mission purposes)" (USGC Report, 1979, p. 9). Even 

though they are expensive the advantages of "dedicated holes" are obvious. 

The advantage of "holes of opportunity" is that the largest part of the costs 

are borne by the operator. 

In October 1982 we became aware that Republic Geothermal, Inc. (RGI) was 

planning to drill the deepest well yet sited in the Salton Sea Geothermal 

Field, and that the company was sympathetic to allowing scientific experiments 

to be carried out on this well if the well was deepened. After consultation 

with the RGI engineers we proposed to the CSDC, at its meeting on October 22, 

1982, a technically feasible and cost effective plan for "add on" experiments 

in this hole of opportunity. The CSDC responded favorably to our proposal and 

appointed W. A. Elders as chairman of a steering committee to implement and 



oversee the project (see Appendix I). On November 8, 1982, a proposal 

entitled "Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project, Phase 1" was submitted to 

the National Science Foundation (Appendix I). This proposal was discussed at 

an open forum convened by the Thermal Regimes Panel of the CSDC held at the 

annual meeting of the American Geophysical Union in San Francisco on December 

8, 1982. 

Approximately $225,000 of the funds requested in the Phase 1 proposal are 

the added costs of drilling the 12,000 ft deep hole at a larger diameter to 

permit deepening it to 18,000 ft. The remainder would be for sample 

collection and other studies in the first 12,000 ft of the well. We now face 

the following dilemma: the National Science Foundation is reluctant to commit 

the funds to drill the wider diameter hole to 12,000 ft unless funds to 

continue to 18,000 ft are to become available; on the other hand, unless we 

drill to 12,000 ft using the wider diameter bits and well casings, it will not 

be possible to continue below 12,000 ft. Thus, in order to get funds to begin 

our project, we must simultaneously obtain funds to complete it. 

2.3 The Scientific Importance of the Salton Trough 

By far the most important thermal regimes on earth are mid-ocean rift 

systems (sea-floor spreading centers) found in all of the world's oceans. 

Recent work suggests that the total heat flow through all the ocean rift 

systems amounts to about a quarter of the total internal heat flow out to the 

surface. The discovery of widespread intense outpourings of submarine hot 

springs on the East Pacific Rise is one manifestation of this activity. It is 

estimated that such hydrothermal circulation drives a volume of sea water 

equal to the total volume of the oceans through the mid-ocean rifts in about 

10 million years. These hydrothermal systems at sea-floor spreading centers 



are important scientifically because they have profound effects on the 

chemistry of the oceans. Also we now recognize that certain kinds of economic 

metallic ore deposits, now found on land as the result of plate tectonic 

activity, were initially formed at such rifts. 

Such oceanic hydrothermal systems are new and exciting targets for 

oceanographic research. However there are obvious cost advantages to studying 

these systems on land in the few rare instances where sea floor spreading 

centers affect land masses. The only opportunity for such a study in North 

America is in the Salton Trough, the landward extension of the Gulf of 

California (Figure 1). The Salton Trough appears to be in every way similar 

to the Gulf of California except that has been partially filled by the 

sedimentary deposits by the Colorado River. The Gulf of California is, in 

turn, a region transitional between the sea-floor spreading system of the East 

Pacific Rise and the southern end of the San Andreas Fault System. The Gulf 

contains numerous depressions such as the Guaymas Basin, where sea-floor 

spreading is occurring and submarine vents discharging hydrothermal brines at 

650''F have been observed. These basins are connected by faults which continue 

north into the Colorado Delta and merge into the San Andreas Fault. 

The Salton Trough is the site of numerous geothermal fields, now being 

developed for electrical power production (Figure 2). It also contains young 

volcanoes at Cerro Prieto, Mexico, and at the Salton Buttes, California, and 

is subject to frequent major earthquakes and earthquake swarms. These 

earthquake swarms are thought to be produced by intrusions of magma (molten 

rock) into the sedimentary section; indeed the most likely source of heat for 

the geothermal fields is igneous intrusions at depth. In several of the 

geothermal fields dike rocks, i.e., small solidified igneous intrusions, have 

been encountered in drillholes. 
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Figure 1. Gross tectonic environment of the Salton 
Trough. The Pacific Coast of North America is dom
inated by transform fault systems, which connect 
the Mendocino triple junction to the Rivera triple 
junction. Also shown are pull-apart basins between 
en echelon fault segments in the Gulf of California. 
Oceanic fracture zones (FZ) and continental faults 
(F) are solid black lines, dashed v^here uncertain. 
Other abbreviations: SAF = San Andreas Fault; EF = 
Elsinore Fault; SJF = San Jacinto Fault; ABF = Agua 
Blanca Fault; JP = Juan de Fucca Plate; RP = Rivera 
Plate; W = Wagner Basin; D = Delfin Basin; G = Guay
mas Basin; CA = Carmen Basin; F = Farallon Basin; 
P = Pescadero Basin; k " Holocene volcanoes; B = 
Salton Buttes; C = Cerro Prieto; and R = Ravillagi-
gedo. From Elders, et al., 1972. 
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2.4 The Salton Sea Geothermal Field 

The Salton Sea Geothermal Field is the largest of the series of 

geothermal fields so far explored in the Salton Trough (Figure 2). At least 

32 wells deeper than 3,300 ft penetrate the system, making it the most 

extensively explored field in the Trough north of the international border 

(Figure 3). Since the summer of 1982 an electrical generating plant of 10 MWe 

has been in operation by Southern California Edison, with steam supplied by 

Union Geothermal Inc. Two plants o f app roK ima te l y 50 MWe each with steam to 

be supplied by Republic Geothermal, Inc. and Magma Power Company are planned. 

The Salton Sea field exhibits the highest temperatures so far recorded in 

any geothermal field in North America, 690°F at 7,070 ft. Such high 

temperatures would cause pure water to boil even at the pressures encountered 

at depth. However the reservoir is occupied by hot brine rather than steam, 

because boiling is inhibited by the high salt content of the brine (up to 25 

weight per cent of salt). These salts are themselves a potential resource as 

they contain high concentrations of ore-forming metals such as lithium, zinc, 

copper, lead and even silver. Ore minerals are abundant in cores and cuttings 

taken from these wells. 

It is estimated that the value of the dissolved solids in the hot 

brine necessary to supply steam to a 50 MWe power plant for a year would have 

a value of more than $1 million. Since economic methods of recovery are 

lacking, the salt content of the hydrothermal fluid is at present more of a 

liability than an asset. Expensive brine-handling facilities are required 

both to produce clean steam for power generation and to inject the spent brine 

into disposal wells so that the power generating system is non-polluting. 
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These potential ore-forming fluids a re of great interest to students of 

the genesis of hydrothermal ore deposits. Currently the University of 

California-Riverside is funded by the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation to 

study the migration of naturally-occurring radio-active elements in these hot 

brines as analogs of possible behaviors in the near field of a nuclear waste 

isolation facility in salt. In both a geothermal field and a nuclear waste 

repository hot concentrated solutions may cause migration of dissolved 

chemical elements. 

Recently suggestions have been put forward that at high enough 

temperatures and pressures a "superconvecting regime" may exist. According to 

this hypothesis, near the critical point of water, where the distinction 

between water and steam disappears, the physical properties of water are 

discontinuous (Figure 4). Specifically it is postulated that the ratio of the 

driving force for convection (buoyancy) to the forces resisting fluid flow 

(viscosity) increases by a factor of a thousand. The implication is that this 

would cause very high fluid flow rates and efficient heat transfer. Such 

"superconvection", if it exists, would have a revolutionary impact on the 

economics of geothermal power production. As an example, deepening a well in 

order to reach supercritical fluid at several times the cost of a conventional 

well would be economic if it produced at a rate considerably greater than that 

of the conventional well. 

Superconvecting regimes have not yet been encountered in nature. However 

the temperatures and pressures in the Salton Sea geothermal field come closer 

to the critical point of water than in any other field known to us. The 

critical point is of course elevated in temperature and pressure by the high 

salinity. However the steep temperature gradient in the Britz #3 well 
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Figure 3. Location of existing and proposed geothermal 

wells in the Salton Sea and Westmorland geothermal 

areas (from Geothermal Resources Council, 1981). 

# Geothermal wells for which samples and/or 
logs exist at UCR 

O Other geothermal wells 
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16 
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18 
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Britz #3 

River Ranch #1 
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I.I.D. #1 
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State of California #1 
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Magmamax #3 
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Sinclair #1 
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(Ellis and Mahon, 1977). CP = critical point of 
pure water. For well locations see Figure 4. 
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adjacent to our proposed well (Figure 4) offers the exciting possibility that 

by drilling deeper supercritical conditions might be encountered for the first 

time in nature. 

3.0 THE SPECIFIC PLAN 

Republic Geothermal, Inc. has d r i l l e d the Fee #1 and the Br i tz #3 wells 

on the i r company-owned land in the eastern portion of the Salton Sea 

geothermal f i e l d to depths of 6,000 to 8,000 f t (Figures 3 and 4). They plan 

next to d r i l l a new we l l , the Fee #7, between these two wel ls , to a depth of 

12,000 f t . Their aim is to explore for higher temperatures and deeper steam 

zones than those found in the Fee #1 and Br i tz #3, where temperatures s l i gh t l y 

less than 555''F were measured at 8,000 f t (Figure 4) . I t was o r ig ina l l y 

planned to begin d r i l l i n g Fee #7 in February 1983 but current planning 

suggests th is w i l l now begin in March or A p r i l . (Thus the dates in Figure 5 

w i l l be adjusted). 

Given the wil l ingness of RGI to collaborate with our sc i en t i f i c goals we 
c 

proposed the fol lowing research plan and timetable (see Figure 5, the 

timetable we proposed in October 1982). 

3.1 Phase 1 

(1) Using funding requested from the National Science Foundation, we 

will obtain rock cores (five 30 ft long cores), water samples and temperature 

and wireline logs from the 12,000 ft well. The incremental costs for this 

would be $130,000. Geothermal developers do not normally recover rock cores. 

The 150 ft of core thus made available to the public domain will exceed the 

total amount of core currently available for study from the entire Salton Sea 

geothermal field. These samples will be by far the most important material 

available to the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation study on radionuclide 
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Figure 5. Proposed timetable for Phases 1 & 2 of the SSSDP 
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migration referred to above. In addition they will be available for 

petrophysical studies. Measuring the physical properties of these rocks will 

enable us to calibrate and help interpret both surface and downhole 

geophysical surveys, and so generalize the information obtained from this well 

into three dimensions across the field. 

(2) The most crucial activity for the succeeding activities will be to 

pay the incremental costs of drilling this 12,000 ft well at a wider diameter 

and for using wider diameter casing. This is necessary in order that the well 

can be re-entered to deepen it to 18,000 ft in Phase 2. These added costs are 

estimated to be $225,000. 

The total costs of Phase 1 including salaries, travel, overhead and the 

activities mentioned above will be $405,657. As can be seen in Figure 5, its 

total duration including analysis and reporting would be 11 months. 

3.2 Phase 2 

(1) In Phase 2A of the project, which could begin as soon as Phase 1 is 

concluded (probably in January 1984), RGI will deepen the well using funding 

from this project. If funds permit, this could go to the limit of the 

capability of the drilling rig, i.e., 18,000 ft. Because thermal effects 

indurate (harden) the rocks, this section would not need to be cased. 

Similarly because the rocks will be hard enough, drilling would be done with 

diamond bits and cored continuously. This avoids problems with lost 

circulation zones and provides the best kind of samples. The well would be 

logged using commercial logging services and repeated water samples would be 

taken. The cost of deepening the hole to the target depth, insurance, 

sampling and logging would be $3,280,000 and the estimated duration would be 

five to six months, thus it could be concluded by June 1984. 
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(2) In Phase 2B scientific studies in the well would be performed. 

These could run from June or July 1984 until the fall of 1985, i.e., between 1 

and 1-1/2 years. Possibly the most important of these studies would be an 

attempt at fracture stimulation and propping. When hot rocks are encountered 

which Tack permeability it is necessary to create artificial fractures by 

pumping fluids into the hole at pressures high enough to fracture the rocks. 

To these fluids sand-size grains of hard minerals are added. These enter the 

fractures and keep them open when the pressure is relieved. Such fracture 

stimulation is fairly common in certain oil fields and has been carried out in 

hot granites in the Fenton Hill, NM, hot dry rock project. It has not been 

attempted in the hot indurated sedimentary rocks of the Imperial Valley. We 

estimate the cost of this study to be $965,000. 

We anticipate that there will be a number of different scientific 

investigations carried on in this hole' by other interested groups. Fracture 

mapping, borehole televiewer surveys, downhole seismometry, downhole water 

sampling, etc., would be of widespread interest. We have not attempted to 

anticipate the costs of such activities at this time. However we expect that 

such costs could be partly borne by redirecting activities already programmed 

and funded by various agencies. We will invite the broadest possible 

participation consistent with the safety of the well and maximizing the 

scientific yield for the mutual advantage of all concerned. The steering 

committee will oversee the scheduling of these experiments during the 12 to 18 

months available for Phase 2B. 

At this stage, rather than preparing a detailed technical program plan 

and budget for these as yet unspecified experiments, we will simply invite 

suggestions for both experiments and funding by outside investigators. We 
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will, of course, encourage and support these investigators in seeking funding, 

rather than our assuming responsibility for planning and funding all potential 

downhole experiments. We will, however, take responsibility for curation arid 

distribution of the samples, and for administration of Phase 2B. Our 

estimated budget for this would be $276,000. 

(3) Because RGI is drilling the Fee #7 as a steam production well, it 

will be necessary to prepare it for steam production by the late fall or end 

of 1985. The cost of such restoration to production status would be $440,000. 

However this cost could be reduced if the interval below 12,000 ft is a 

producing zone which does not need to be sealed off. 

The experienced personnel of RGI believe that these proposed activities 

do not depend upon any advancements in the current state-of-the-art technology 

of drilling and testing geothermal wells. The total cost of Phases 2A, 2B and 

2C including administration and overhead is estimated to be $4,970,000. 

However because all drilling activities are subject to uncertainties, 

equipment failures and delays, a contingency allowance of 20% would be 

desirable. 

3.3 Phase 3 

Phase 3 of our proposal comprises the analysis of the samples and data 

obtained in Phases 1 and 2 of the project and the interpretation and reporting 

of the results. Detailed geochemical, petrological and petrophysical studies 

of 6,000 ft (1,800 m) of cores, numerous water samples, downhole logs and 

other data may take several years. We propose, however, to perform a 

preliminary geochemical and petrological study at UCR and expect to conclude 

it in 1985-86. The costs of this two year study (including $200,000 for 

upgrading laboratory facilities) would be approximately $594,000. We 
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confidently expect that these results of Phases 1, 2, and 3 will stimulate 

further surface geophysical and modelling studies of the field. However such 

costs are not included here. The total budget for what we have proposed is 

still subject to revision, negotiation, and improvement. It is summarized in 

Section 4.0 below. 
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4.0 ESTIMATED BUDGET FOR THE PROJECT 

Phase 1 

Coring, sampling, logging 
Mechanical modifications 

Salaries, expendibles, curation, 
administration, etc. 
Overhead 

Phase 2 

Subcontractor 
$K 

130.0 
225.0 
355.0 

UCR 
$K 

40.1 
10.5 
50.6 

Total 
$K 

Phase 3 

Science, salar ies, etc. 477.0 
Overhead 117.0 

405.6 

2A 
IE 

2C 

Deepening we l l , etc. 
Fracture st imulation 
Curation, administrat ion, 
sa lar ies, etc. 

Overhead 
Restoring well to production 

^ 3, 

T 

,280.0 
965.0 

440.0 
,665.0 

201.0 
75.0 

• 
216.0 

4,970.0 

39^7? 

TOTAL PROPOSED COSTS $5,969.6 
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Among the areas of interest to the 
scientists is the minerals content of the 
brine. Above, Lori Robison of the U.S. 
Geological Survey examines a sample 
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and this activity, in turn, causes abnor
mally high tennperatures to occur rela
tively close to the earth's surface. As one 
of the world's largest geothermal fields, 
this region is a prime source of geother
mal energy. And recently, with the drill
ing of the research well, interest in the 
Salton Sea area has increased even be
yond its geothermal potential. 

"It is one of the first big drilling projects 
to be carried out for purely scientific pur
poses in the United States," says Wilfred 
Elders, professor of geology at the 
University of California, Riverside. Dr. 
Elders was instrumental in getting the 
project under way and as chief scientist 
of the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Pro
gram, he is coordinating an international 
team of 37 scientific groups who, with 
grants totaling $2 million, wil l conduct 
research on samples taken from the site 
in such areas as geochemistry, petrology 
and geophysics. 

"It may not lead to TV spectaculars like 
the first steps on the moon," says Elders, 
"but I am not exaggerating when I say 
that it is an important project. And it is 
just the beginning of a continuing pro
gram of scientific drilling to understand 
the world beneath us. Whatever the Sal
ton Sea project contributes to our body of 
scientific knowledge, it is just the tip of 
the iceberg." 

In addition to increased knowledge 
about the geothermal resource itself, the 
combination ofextreme salinity and high 
temperatures is expected to yield an ar
ray of data. Information received from the 
project could lead, for example, to a 
better understanding of stresses in under
ground rock, knowledge about the ac
tivity of microorganisms in hot, saline 
environments, and information aboutthe 
mineral content of the extremely hot 
brines, which contain abnormally high 
concentrations of iron, manganese, 
lithium, zinc, lead and silver. 

For Bechtel Project Manager Charles 
Harper, the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling 
Program presents a special challenge. "If 
we encounter the extremely high tem
peratures (which may get as hot as 700 
degrees Fahrenheit) and highly saline 
geothermal fluids that are expected, we 
wil l be taking current drilling technology 
to its limits," says Dr. Harper. "To op
timize our chances of success," he 

Trays of core samples fill a room of shelves. 
With them is U.C. lab technician Jose Abreu 



The drift of Baja California away from the main mass of Mexico has 
created a geological hot spot beneath the Salton Sea, 
which scientists think may be an enormous untapped power resource 

explains, "we have gotten the best equip
ment and the most experienced people 
we could." 

The complexity of the task is mind-
boggling. Equipment has been imported 
from all over the country, some of it spe
cially made to withstand the extreme 
conditions expected. Over 60 subcon
tracts and purchase orders are required to 
sustain the drilling operation. Another 
critical element of the project is the on-
site coordination of drillingand scientific 
activities. Daily meetings are held to dis
cuss progress, to coordinate the various 
aspects of the drilling, coring, logging 
and fluid sampling, and to update and re
vise schedules. Detailed charts are kept 
showing the depth reached and tempera
tures measured, as well as the geologic 
composition of core samples and other 
scientific data. 

From the platform of the drilling rig, 
you can watch the "shale shaker," a wire 
mesh sifter, separate mud from the drill
ing cuttings that are then analyzed in a 
nearby trailer, before being sent off to the 
University of California, Riverside, for 
distribution and study. You can see the 
huge piping system that was constructed 
to carry the hot brine from the depths of 
the earth during flow testing of the well. 
At intervals, valves have been placed 
where some of the geothermal fluid is 
collected as gas or steam for scientific 
study, while the rest continues along the 
pipes, into a man-made basin. Instru
ments along the flow line provide addi
tional information for scientific purposes. 

There is a feeling of ordered activity 
here, of people knowing exactly what has 
to be done and doing it with expert preci
sion. And there is an excitement, too. 
Drilling of this sort has been done before, 
but for commercial purposes; the infor
mation gleaned has been in private 
hands. What makes the Salton Sea Scien
tific Drilling Program so unique and so 
important is that for the first time in 
United States history, the knowledge 
gained from this sort of exploration wil l 
be fully public. 

"Research of this type," adds Dr. 
Harper, "wi l l ultimately aid us in under
standing how the earth's crust has formed 
and how we may better utilize the 
mineral and energy resources that occur 
below our feet." D 
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Far left. Engineering Super
visor Dave Rabb, and 
Project Manager Charles 
Harper. At the computer, 
Peter Collier, staff research 
associate at U.C Riverside. 
Below, U.C Professor 
Wilfred Elders, chief 
scientist and coordinator 
of the program 
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Draft Press Release 

"RESEARCH GEOTHERMAL WELL COMPLETED-TESTING UNDERWAY* 

Nilandf California 

Tests axe underway of a highly auccessful research wellywfeieit 

reached two iniles deep into the Salton Sea geothermal field 

in the Imperial Valley of Southern California. On M2u:ch 17thp 

the drill bit reached the depth of lQ/564^ and preparations 

began to test the resource penetrated- On March 20th a 21st^ 

steam and brine roared from the/well at rates of up-fer 580^000 
cC4^ A i d 

lfas/hr/*aft4- pressures o£ up to 5O0 psi ^!^ temperatures of 485^ 

at the well-head. An intense period of downhole testing and 

logging is now underway. 

These tests are the culmination of a $6*5 million drilling 

project/«î Jii«h began in October of 1985 with Bechtel National, 

Inc. of San Francisco as prJLroe contractor, Charles A. Harper, 

Bechtel's Project Manager* saidp "tfe are very pleased to have 

met or exceeded all of the objectives/<S^Mxrh launched this com

plex cooperative effort between government, academia and in

dustry" , 

The flow rate' and heat content of the steam produced in this 

short term test suggest that the well could produce energy 

equivalent to 9 to IQ megawatts of electric powea^ the powers.-' 

consumption of about 10 to 12^000 people• This is more than 

twice the power output of wells in typical geothermal fields. 

Wilfred Elders, of the University of California, Riverside, 

the Chief Scientist of the project, said, "While this once 
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raore confijrms the great co™nercial potential of the Salton Sea 

Geothermal Field, this-f4^ not the purposeiio^ drilling the well, 

Insteack)the aim was to carry out a broad spectnm of studies 

of geothermal phenomenaaand to advance the technology of 

Studying and testing geothermal wells. This project is a major 

step in a national program of drilling the continental crust 

for scientific purposes. In the past, information from geo

thermal wells drilled by indtistry has not been easily avail-

able^and this has been a limitation on studies aimed at under

standing the nature and origin of geothermal fields. The large 

aajount of core samples, brine and steam samples, pressure and 

temperatxire data and other subsurface information will make 

this Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project a landmark in geo

thermal investigations", 

ApproxiiDately fifty scientists and technicans. are participa-

tindin testing the well* Their work is made difficult by tem-

I^ratures as high as €50*^ and pressures of 4/300 psi at the (-

bottcsm of the hole, coupled with the presence of corrosive 

brine containing jjpJUe 23% of dissolved salts. (̂  • \ î 7̂ 6̂o 

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project is a joint effort 

of the U. S, Department of Energy, Rational Science Foundation, 

and the .U. S* Geological Survey. Some 35 different groups of 

scientists from government lahwratories and universities are 

involved in analysis of the samples and data produced. After 

a further six months of test^the well will revert to Kennecott, 

lnc* the lease holder for the geothermal rights at the well site. 
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Harch 24, 1986 

Press Release 

"RESEARCH GEOTHEBMAL WELL COMPLETED-TESTING UNDERWAY* 

Niland, California 

Tests are underway of a highly successful research well which 

reached two miles deep into the Salton Sea geothermal field 

in the Imperial valley of Southern California. On hSarch 17th 

the drill bit reached the'depth of 10,564' cind preparations 

began to test the resource penetrated. On Mairch 20th & 21Ui:... 

steam and brine roared from the well at rates of up to 580,000 

Ibs/hr and pressures of up to SOO psi at temperatures of 485<̂ P 

at the well-head. An intense period of downhole testing and 

logging is now underway. 

These tests are the culmination of a $6,5 million drilling 

project which began in October of 1985 with Bechtel National, 

Inc. of San Francisco as pritae contractor. Charles A. Harper, 

Bechtel's Project Manager said, "We are very pleased to have 

met or exceeded all of the objectives which launched this com

plex cooperative effort between government, academia and in

dustry" . 

The flow rate and heat content of the steam produced in this 

short term test suggest that the well could produce energy 

eguivales'nt to 9 to 10 megawatts of electric power, the power 

consumption of about 10 to 12,000 people. This ia Bfcore than 

twice the power output of wells in typical geothermal fields, 

Wilfred Elders, of the University of California, Riverside, 

the Chief Scientist of the project, said, "While this once 

more confirms the great consaercial potential of the Salton Sea 
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Geothermal Field, this is not the purpose of drilling the well. 

Instead the aim was to carty out a broad spectrum of studies 

of geothermal phenomena and to advance the technology of 

studying and testing geothermal wells. This project is a major 

step in a national program of drilling the continental crust 

for scientific purposes. In the past, information from geo

thermal wells drilled by industry has not been easily avail

able and this has limited stud.ies aiirved at understanding the 

nature and origin of geothermal fields. The large amount of 

core samples, brine and steam samples, pressure and tempera

ture data and other subsurface information will make this 

Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project a landmark in geother

mal investigations". 

Approximately fifty scientists and technicans are participa

ting in testing the well under the direction of a science 

managetftent team from the U. S, Geological Survey. Their work 

is made difficult by temperatures up to 670^ and pressures 

of 4,300 psi at the bottom of the hole, coupled with the pres

ence of corrosive brine containing up to 23% of dissolved 

salts. 

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project is a joint effort 

of the U.S, Department of Energy, National Science Foundation, 

and the U.S. Geologicil Survey. Scane 35 different groins of 

scientists frcHU government laboratories and universities are 

involved in analysts of the samples and data produced. After 

a further six months of testâ *the well will revert -to Kennecott, 

Inc. the lease fetoider'of the geothermal rights at the well site, 

under a permit from the State of California Lands Commission. 
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Harch 24, 1986 

Press Release 

"RESEARCH GEOTHERMAL WELL COMPLETED-TESTING DNDEHJiAy* 

Nilaad, California 

Tests are underway of a highly successful research well which 

reached two miles deep into the Salton Sea geothermal field 

in the in̂ Jsrial valley of Southern California. On March 17th 

the drill bit reached the depth of 10,564' and preparations 

began to test the resource penetrated. On 24airch 20th h 21th:... 

steam and brine roared from the well at rates of up to 580,000 

Ibs/hr and pressures of up to SOO psi at temperatures of 485<5p 

at the well-head. An intense period of downhole testing and 

logging is now underway* 

These tests are the cnlmlnation of a $6.5 million drilling 

project which began in October of 1985 with Bechtel National, 

Inc. of San Francisco as prime contractor. Charles A* Harper, 

Bechtel's Project Manager said, "We are very pleased to have 

met or exceeded all of the objectives which launched this com

plex cooperative effort between government, academia and in

dustry" . 

The flow rate and heat content of the steam produced in this 

short term test suggest that the veil could produce energy 

equivalent to 9 to 10 megawatts of electric power, the power 

consumption of about 10 to 12,000 people. This is more than 

twice the power output of wells in typical geothermal fields. 

Wilfred Elders, of the University of California, Riverside, 

the Chief Scientist of the project, said, "While this once 

more confirms the great commercial potential of the Salton Sea 
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Geothermal Field, this is not the purpose of drilling the well. 

Instead the aim was to carry out a broad spectrxtm of studies 

of geothermal phenomena and to advance the technology of 

studying and testing geothermal wells. This project is a major 

step in a national program of drilling the continental crust 

for scientific purposes. In the past, information from geo

thennal wells drilled by industry has not been easily avail

able and this has limited studies alined at understanding the 

nature and origin of geothermal fields. The large amount of 

core san̂ jles, brine and steam samples, pressure and tempera

ture data and other subsurface information will make this 

Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project a landmark in geother

mal i nves ti ga ti ons " . 

Approxliftately fifty scientists and technicans are participa

ting in testing the well under the direction of a science 

management team from the U. S. Geological Survey. Their work 

is made difficult by temperatxires up to 670°F and pressures 

of 4,300 psi at the bottom of the hole, coupled with the pres

ence of corrosive brine containing up to 23% of dissolved 

salts-

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project is a joint effort 

of the U.S* Department of Energy, National Science Foundation, 

and the U.S. Geological Survey. Some 35 different groups of 

scientists fr<ym govemiaent laboratories and universities are 

involved in analysis of the samples and data produced. After 

a further six months of tests the well will revert to Kennecott, 

Inc. the lease holder of the geothermal rights at the well site, 

under a permit from the State of California Lands Commissicn. 
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TO 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

memorandum 
REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: CE—1 

Continental Scientific Drilling Program: Salton Sea Scientific Drilling 
Project (SSSDP) 

R, A. DuVal, Manager 
San Francisco Operations Office 

Thank you for your memorandimi of March 11 calling m/ attention to the oppor
tunity to deepen the Salton Sea Scientific well. I agree that significant 
scientific and technological gains could be achieved with a modest investment, 
and strongly sujport the scientific canmunit^'s proposal to deepen this well. 
However, the primary bene.fits from such a project would be largely scientific 
and outside the mission of the Geothermal Technology Division. Moreover, 
funding tc accorplish this task is neither presently available nor expected to 
be available next fiscal year. Should funding became available fron the 
other participants (DOE/QBES, USGS, NSF), we would be pleased to cooperate in 
making this venture a success. 

The San. Francisco Operations Office has managed the Salton Sea Scientific 
Drilling Project in an exeirplary manner, and is catinended on having exceeded 
the objectives. 

Donna R. Fitzpatrick 
Assistant Secretary 
Conservation and Renewable Energy 



Bechtel National, Inc. 
Engineers—Constructors 

Fifty Beale Street 
San Francisco, California 
Mail Address: P.O.Box 3965. San Francisco. CA 94119 

15th May, 1986 

Mr. Ronald S. H. Toms 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

S.W. 

Dear Ron: 

To commemorate the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project, we have 
had a belt buckle (or paperweight) prepared, depicting the project 
site during the first flow test. We would like to share one of 
these mementos with you as a reminder of your contribution. The 
continuing efforts and support of you and your colleagues were a key 
part of the overall team effort that has made this, the first major 
well in the Continental Scientific Drilling Program, a success. 

Sincerely, 

Janet L. Owen 
Business Development 
Representative 
Research and Development 

CAH/jak 

Enclosure 

11566 
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bona. Inc. on a s-oe source basis as a follow on effcR to maciQinciintinuin^ ..^jss to, ' 
and ohtam addtl soeraihc data horn, state 2-14 geodiennai wen. The "ed was dnlted ijy 
Bedite|.for 00( under Comr 0E.AC03.84S12194 on .«ased land owned by Kennecott 
Corp. A large amoura of sdennhc data has been acamuiated dunng the dniling of the 
.««ll and is presenity be«ig anaiyzeo by numerous soertBts hmoed by the Govt The OOE 
desires to repair the wed .bore damage, and if reqund. sioaraa the wed bore constnict j 
flow test faaiities. and perfonn a 30 day flow test of a deep pnxxKine m e and gather' 
addtl soentihc Data to charactenze die fluids am the resource. Potential contractors who 
believ« ttxy can pffform die aomf researdi wort n o t subini wtitten mdence in re
sponse to this synopsis. Such evidence must induoe as a mn. a descnpdon of inlnuse 
tech capabilities which qualify the responder to pernrm die writ (induding labor categor
ies, facdihes. etc.); Oescnpoons of any past or f r o m wort efforts demonstrating an es-. 
taUished capability in this reseaidi field: availaofe oersonnei and Iheir qualifications and^ 
experience: and cost info lesonses which do ngt prnide info adequate to pennt ctnqjtete 
evaluahon ot the responder'scapabitiefwiAnot be evaluated or consideredd. No sol doc
ument is avail. The OOE POC is BeltyAnne Moore. Any fessnse ol questoi conceming 
this nqhce must be received widiin 45 days of pub of this notice. Tel inquqmes will not 
behonored.-Seeflole-S2.(D2(J)^**^~-:-«- - ^ a - v . y j v. • - ^ ' ^ ^ - J ^ 

NASA/GSFC At tn : i m n Kin f . Coda 286. Gracnbeit MD 
20771, 301/286-9403 

A - DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS FSOId THE MOT PIASMA COI»-
POSmON EXPERIMENT (HPCE) OH BOARD THE AMPTE/CHARGED COM-

•POSITION EXPLORER SPACECRAFT RfP5^21284/215 wij issue on a soie-souta 

basis to Ijckheed Missies and Space Ca Ilic (IMSO. Pan Alto. CA to pronde for a GOV' 
. hnuation of worti perhxmed dthig die prime AMPTE nssion and allying to the Extend 

ed Mission l>hase. The coitiactDr wia'sialyze data tiaisRittbd by the HPCE whidi was 
buih til LMSC. This analysis required detailed knowtai^ of the basic (iiysical principles, 
and of the ( i ^ and operahng pnndples of the instiUTient the instniment's ohbratioa 
and its Jimibtions. The siipe of tfis inveshgation was originally defined by LMSCs Or. E ' ' 
G, Sheiley..Bei3iise of UGCs unique luidersljiidiiig'afthe objectives of this investigation 

.. and extaisiye.kiiowledge of the HPCE istrunent LMSC is the only biowii soucz a p i H t " 
of appipptiate.sdenhfic data anahrsis.'TTie period of perfotmance 0̂  Ihs effott wis te ten' 

. months. The statutory authority tor other Ihan.hd and open coiip^itidh s 10 U.S.C 
2304(CX1;L Only one responsible axinz. Any other h n n dsn^g considerahcn must hifly-' 
ideitify their'capabdity to provide these seivices and must subnt iheir ̂ i : i ^ 
days or the puiilicahon of Us synopsis to tfie'GSFC adiess and individiaf Ssted above.' 
See ' l lDb(22 . (0 iq^ : ; f ; * . " r ' ^ ^ r " T . " ! / : ^ . . ' ' • ' • " > . : . • . ' • 
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ten requests will be honoreo. timothy J^Waireii. Negotiaor. Julie L Srbolc'Corar Offi
cer. To tonmue cunent pen'orma(ict|ieriodihrdugh9tlay 88, ModiAciini to eniing 
CFFF contiaa N66001.35D.CiBe to be issued on a soil source bass nth Ventana So-

! ences. Inc. 8001 Fortes Place. SaririghekLVA 22151. .Mod w« be for conntK tasks tor 
ARC sudi as software oeveioomenl/modihcation. pnxesseig and anahrss. î aoe d Per--; 
fonnance. San Diega CA. Reason.ior<sate soutais-that conir deveioped satt««eand,, 
competition woidd lead to pnMieve'duciiQliotibSl See lUe 44 (QI^ . . ' ^ • ^ " T ^ i 

. ••.:. ^ . . - - - v V " -• " : ^ - ' ' t . "» :V; ; : - . : ' . 
Naval Underwater Systems Ctr. Code 09, Coinmerdi l Acquist ion-
Dept BIdg 1 1 , Newport HI 02841-5047 

A'WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM Sol N66C4.374.U94.-
BOO 27 Feb 37. POe Alice Haas. 401/8414684. Design, develop bu«l test del. and 
ptrnide documentation lor a single mode fiber wavelength div muthpieuig system. This 

'Ulsysleni'shai consist of matching muitipienr. daiiulliptaa and hbe-ostailed laser 
K1 sounxi liser sources shall be supplied at 4 of Ihe WDM donnef waveisigths. The govt 
I * also wishes to price the option of frocuring laser sources at alt 11 of the WDM diannd 
1 ; xavelengdis. A cntpfua flaa feeiypeecia is amioipated, fieqs must l».iiiaa> in«iing,'-i 
Pj^peafying sol no.: tel reqs will not be honored. (016). 

Naval Otaan Systems Cantw, San Oiefo, CA 92152-SOOO: AttiK 
. Cade 216 ; • • . . . . - • ; . . - ^ , . •. 

A - lUSS ACOUSTIC DISPUY CONSOU ( A K ) SUPPORT Sol Nfie001-8&fr 
OOll-POC: Joyce Currie, 619/225^758/6462 ( fa copes of sols) wtice: Or^wntten l ^ ; ' 
quests w i be homred Deanna Ovenoss n e ^ t o r . Jiihe L Broolc, Coiriracting Ofhor.. 
ttxiification ta ofstingcaitract N66a)l'86-D0011 to be issued on a sole some basis 
with liodraellJnttmational Corp. Autoielics Matine Sysbsns Din-. 3370 U i r l o n a Ave; 
Anaheim. CA 928(a~Modihcabat wid be for continued acnistic ifspiay.caisole.suppat-

. and inprawrmefiortthreuj i 15 Dec-8J:(016);...; . •« - ' , • . : . . . , ; - . - • • - . • . . ; , . ._ •_--., 

The Pentaton,.SOIO/CT, mfasfKi^toiv OC 2 a 3 0 J - 7 U » . -• •' i - , „ . 
- A-MISSION. ANALYSIS AND 8M/C7SUPP0eT FOR THE STRATEGIC OE-.-

FENSE INITIATIVE 0(«ANIZATWtLPOC Caot Phi N P3rter,-202/653'0061, I M -
' Na son 8704. To SRS Technologies, 1811 Quad SL P08 9219. Newpat Beadi a . 

92660.-This effort wi« be an eitensioi of Contr DASG8O84C01Q2, bontinue providing. 
Mtssoi Analysis and SM/C3 Suppoil tor^ Slratogic Defense IndialM Oipnia l ia i . 

. thro 30 Sep 87. Negotiations wdh SSS Technci i^ wd be conducted on a sole source 

- basts..under the audoityjif, 10 USC 2304(cXi). only one resposife some: Any other 
firm desiring consideration ni isl 'hiy ' identify their capab^ to pconK' t)iese;̂ ie!yices 
within 30.dayshonxtbe dale of putliatiqnot tin syTiopsiiS«lte22..Ncte.This an- . 
noiiicxment dod not caned The C80 anioi^iranerl k B M / a s i « ^ 
missioh anat'/sis support (24 Sep. 86], Tfns acquisitido serves as the br id^et f i i r t uhtij. 

- the other requirenients are sufficiently matim'to pemi ctmpelitive procaements. SOO 
' plans to purchase new CSO aiinouncenients p r i j to'releasing RFPs fa.lhiHe hew pro; 

w w i t s . C T . , . " . ; ' . • ' • ; . ' • ' ^ ^ f j . ' • ' . - ^ ' • ' • ' • ' : ' • : ' '.'. 

" * " < Contracting Officer,- Naval. Researdi Laboratcty, 4S55 OverhMk... 
' '̂ ^ Ave., SW Washington. DC 20375-5000: ;• - r ,..-••-.-...•...; -.• vt" 

A-DEVELOPftlEKT Of COMPUTATIONAL MODELS FOR ADVANCED MHJ-f 
TARY APPUCATWKS Sol N00014.87APY02-.RfP dcsir^ 30 dayialter retase.*. 

• date.. Contad; Contract Soedahst V: Paul Young.:Code 1234.PY. 202/767.369a .Multi-;,-
year contract tor the Development traplementaticn. and use on theiaboratoty tor CocnpUT' 

'tational Physics (ICP) HRt compoter systemsudi sinutatiovmodels natsbericai alga- -
Hhms. and itagnosic apinpriato to quantity the time^jependent desoiplin ol compiei.. 
systems of military interest Spedhcs area.of interest indadethruseotmoiotiinic logical 
grid database in suneidance. comeiation. and tiadiing l a i e U e mgU molecular dynanhv 

- ics and/a image processing. The period of perfonnancx s estimated to be 1 Base fear 
with 2 one Year Options. Td requests l a this sof wd not be honored. H nonavailability n».. • 
tice is desired, hmiish selfaddressed stznped envelope. See ftoies 11.32 57. Send re
quests Attn: Code 1232.VC. Titec 892778 a TVK 7 1 M 2 2 9 6 « HfiL fW. NbL.133., 
(015): : . :^.- . .•-.-,:.. . - . ; v . v - .• - - - ; U: . . - . ; - , , , ^. - ^ - . • : - / : . . 1 

.': Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Dieta..CA 92152-5000; At tn : 
* C « d e 216 ^r^~:- - . • • • v . t . : . : . ^ -• .•^.••. i • ••• . : ?• 
A-ENGINEESIHC ANDTECHHKAl SUPPORT FOR ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 

CENTER.POC: JoyceCurrie, 619/225-67S8/6tS2 (Fa copies of s ( ^ Kllice: Only wiit-

The Canmero Business M y (USPS 966360) s published daihr, except 
. Saturdays. Sundays and holidays, f a S243 a y ^ (1st Oass maAig) a . 
•J173 a year (2nd Cass mailing) b(. the U.S Government Printing Office, 

- Washingtm. DC 20402. Second Qaupostagt paid at Washingtin, DC and 
additional mailirg ohices. POSTMASTER: Send adiess charges to Sutw-
intendeni of Oocumentv U.S Government Printirg Olhoe, Washtigtc<i,'OC 
20402-9373, with entire mailing label from last issue received •-- > -

The Secretary of Commera has determned i f j t the publication of this pe.*" 
nodical is necessary m the transaction of the poWt business required by-' 
law of this Oepartmerl. Use of hinds tor primng'this penodical has been 
approved by the Ovedor d the Ofhce of Maragwned 3.id Eiidjet thrxgh 
30Se(!temt»rl98;. 

Issue No. PSA-9261: Friday,.January I t . 

.;estw;«heenstihgapab«ytoaciK^seel[aSandti3nsiBrlSaiBoe«ii ,;• 
•• to dirpoaic.andpnvatsseemsinJe region. Rural,£nterniseslnchao L- .-AV<-: 
* tacx anieamectiasa/busiiess drs.- state Widdalagencies; baniis. n..-^.>< 
I'wiientorganiaoons, state liihiBsitiES, and private erttepreneurswidtn-.'- '• 

-I'w/pnvateconmbutas who ptoideSnaoiial assistance necessary to esEffi- • 
• T ; nesiB. These ccntacSJriloBiieuiuia were absolutely necessar i a ihe • 
..>'6i^jn3nMring,(equaM.tos-»!i&-iflips researdi anddeveioprient ; i . -
-;.'puiic'and p t i i ^ secxh in n n l ecooifelly depressedareas. Unds ttas :> 
"" rdEmraisesdeveidpedatl jdnle^trmsfademomd torappiiatiDnto"-•: 

ara. The mdl censcts of 2 dBase i databtso; 1 ̂ tor besiiess i>H^e!m...'..v. 
ant anotiier:'la 'avad Corps .of E n g i n e t n ^ M i t l i ^ and a mutiie tor ^ - r < 

.'^vuahvlg.totliiiiugiesv/bdsiai^neBti^The newaofk proposed consists cr- :' 'J^' 
-'-1 ton ' to ' i i ^ -pokn t ia t j i sn B IheM-area a a l f ol the n t f s caoaoi i t is: ; ! ' 
' - ^ n e w p n t l e i m ^ a p p i c ^ ^ i f l i d l a c f i n o ^ -

•|BiiBB.!a u ^ s prtBems i r S e 'Corps of D#ieers'led«ioiogies database: -'• .-
say. dwg upon other resouroes n f r d solutiais to the user's probfem. The s.srj';.'-'. 

^^ to ridude achial ei^neering/oesign assistance, only POC and avail litiratin. ^ r c 
LTtefTJrises'iJevdiipedtherrxfarB^'affintimate'find^ityw/thisproceE; v c 
mediodology, they are in a unme position to provide these addd svcs. In ?« ^ 

.. odier sources are found, the Gwt intends to issue a mod to the existi^ com v/xij~. 
tEsaises bic under authority of 10 USC 2304(CX1). Any inquiries shodd be r>~ 
ndan 2 wjis han the date of puttqf J B noticeLSeeiUe 22. (016). 

l ~ : ' ' OS Anns Nat id i ^ ' ^ '•^ B w ' O i ^ ' N a t i d t Pracurenxiflt E>iv, 
' : " N a t i c t M A 01760-5011 : "•'. ' 7 ^ : V ' ! 7 ' ' ^ " % ^ ' ' '•"': 

A--DESX3J, CONSnaKT, TEST AND D E L i W $ 0 « ! C J t o n a i i ^ ^ 
NERS (ir use wth.a Fanned Tray.Padi l ^ te r and wiH be usol a i pacl.of.1henar>ie' 
Corps Coimitat Field ^ d i n g Sys. AS wrj i shall ic 'Si^ leted Mfhii a period of nine 
moidis after awanj qf coitr. Tedvvcai data will be reqaraLOoc No 1900010 wiihbe-
aval o/b 3 Feb 87. Sol 0AAK6O87^RIX)3!i<, 300 Q203S7. codad Jeanine Duhamd. 

' Contr Spec S17/65U458. CaHredJigiWceri 11ianasGiiacqmei7/ei-4999. See 
Holes 11 and 68. (020). 

v .* - . ' ; ; . - '3 :L- . -&f^ 
r: i l , ' . i i ..:>•>. .-iSfT.;. :a i ; : 

i'iV'i'.'ji.*-

Conb Bri ACT-SI," F i U toct i Cti i ' ABantit CaY;A&port HJ 08465"^. 
A-NO«-VAf«R EXPIOSIV? OETECIKW CONC£PTS:DTFA03«7-R-700ir-

POC Dam^ land 6B/4gt408Z Sufimi liew.ideas.tor detB*jn'<il'i5tpios«« in hag--;-, 
gage-inoig^ a on passengeri Caii be'lotatfr natefA approachoiranojanwative' 
mod of a;;tBdi apprwdi whidi.has pfevioiisly bemfs'brcaiVentfy beiig irwesfigafBd by;̂  
the Govt 2.phasf. m * y r effol is plinned'torthe developmetit of t f * antidpated sys-" :̂ 
tern.' Proof of feasUihr'sfall te denionstiated liida; Pt»se land. if;«ananted, a ' p R ^ I ' 

. type system wii be devefcped u t x * Pfase lt:(016l"- '^. ' •""•'-' v * - v " i ' : ' ; ; - ; ' 

:> 'Naval-Underwater.-SysCtrr ' . 'Cade-09, e«mTnrtJa(' Acquisition 
i l l Dep t BIdg 1 1 , Newport; Rt 0284 i -6047^V-> f :~y^ - r ; : ' . - . : « ; 

- A-SMGIE.MOOE OPTICAL FIEES ROTARY JOMT Sol N6660487«li9St. 
due 28 Feb^87,{0C'AlictR Haas,.40r/S41^6e4,:nnpRnnment is tor Die dmiop.. 
ment a<-a lOary joint for jae in a.singt& mode optical S x r data tink. The rotary joint w i i - . 
be o f a t k olartonuous singlt'rgtalion in-either direction and nSexperience arotation 
rato oinot greata thanWRPM.A a s ! ghis t̂bied tee type contr is sitiapeted: Request! 
mistbeinadeiBwnting.specifyin^sornTOber;telieqDests«llBOlbehenond.-(D16) : 
:• .•• •••.•^ri'-cT'nw, «.v. r ^ ; , ' J ' ' ' • , ' ' J ' ^ ^ \ • ' ' . ^ ' i v n ; ; V - - . i < : ' v ••».... 

• '• O. i 'A f l i ny f « i i ' ! (U l t oms ivo i l a t B t i ^ 
•; 'Warre i i , Ml 48397-5000 i i 3 / 3 7 4 ; S 8 b a Of 5807 ''• -'' ' ' ' : : ' - ' • ' • 
' 'A-SOFTWAREMOO.fflCATlONSTOTOEUNIVHSAtDEPOTjHSPECTION 
S h (UbtSi'COMPUTER to prnakVcnikilaied'data loss diiring powr outags. Sot 
(RfQ) DAAE07874)(808. Sole soJrce;' HarnSton jo i ' ^ 2301N. F a t e EM-. Tijsoh.' 
A2 85745.'US iVmy TahkAtoiotiw Command A * ^ 

. Spec'313/574^;'Contiading'Officcr, Scott A' 'SWH.'3i3/57*638i Ed'release'-
d3ttllftb87.EJtdosiwd3teUMar87.SeeNote'22.(020) . • " - ' ? ' ' •'" ' . ' , ' " " • 

^ .C lwr f .Supp ly :Serv ica <90C> VAi.Madlcal Cmter^Hdc- 41.Nor1h..-
.-,•: U t t i « R o c * . A » - 7 ? l K i . r r ? : : ; . , ; i - ; . ; « , - : - / . - : u :';C 3:.,.; : . .-^-* 
- A.-V ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC WCONTWEHCE ALERT DEVICE RfP 59683*7.: 

POC Une A: Wattr..Fimis having abiflty-iadesign. deveiep'build proto^pe of electroniyo:T. 
gaphic incontinence alert devica.:See Holt 22. (016) . - • ! i . . - > y , ..:-'.--jv;st -'--;, ••.: 

xy \ : -<; 1 i.- xi. '•.•.'^i^.-:-;-,-j''.i .'... - / - :o. . . . - : 'Jv.* :^^^5f;^ i ^ 

:: ';-;.£ ,i .-. i i i : 'nv..:t -• ' i i : - ' ' : r .L.O'! !<«!t^ i / : 

H Exper t and Consu l tan t Services 

" US''iAfmy''Eng^"Waterway* Eiperfment Station, Corp* of- Enp-. 
neen , POB 6 3 1 , V l d u t i u r g " MS 39180-063V; M ^ flohnan, 

- ' 6 0 1 / 6 j i ^ 4 2 3 ' ' - ' < ' ' ' ' - i / ' - . ' ^ - • • * - • ' - - ; > HI- ' ' ' ' • ^ - : ? • * V 
H - MARXn SURVEY: TEClflWCOGY TRANSFER The FY 84 Energy aiirf Water 

Development'Appropriahons Ad provided hinding f a the Caps to cont w/an existing 
noi-proSt e n % Ip see* out new applicalions of technology dewtoped l » Caps reseattJi. 
and devekjpmenl and to provide hands^Jn adaptive engineering required to transfer tiiis. 
tedmology to the public and private sedas. Southeastern and South Central OK was St.-
leded as the region f a the piototype tiansfer study because of its ladi of industiy high 
unemcfaymeit. and low per capital 'ncome and the existence of a unique nonprofit a-
pmzrMt lifKxAdgeaNeof the study area. A rant was awarded to fi^jral EMerpnses De-

Ali Nademin, Oiief; MaterieJ Management Oiv, Office of M% 
" m e n t Serv ico, Oept.of Public Works, 2000 14tl i St, NW, 

ington DC 20009. 2 0 2 / 9 3 M 0 4 2 - i ' 
H - SYSTEM FOR PRCCESSWG OF PARKING AND MOVWG T K X r u 

-opment and/a implementatsn of a system ferthe processmg-of-parioijsnd ' 
tidieti torfltelVanspatslidn^SysSShs'AABinistratidn (ISAl-The'pnicfs o t w s -

. protide ^ ftstrict G5vt.i]Rh.aruii6xn9tBd systenr.torfandbng tfie:rra^ ki i .K-. 

. ana Parldng Enforcaoientticiet (locessirg hincbons. Ibe: autixnataj system sr,̂ ;. .-

•. sysiBn desi^^ystosLS^tear^and system dowpentaini The system mus; ' x -< -
.- insiiace with the Deprs Molor'Vefadsjafl«are,S);^-The contracta shat si i^ • 

sponsiUttor the operation of the ^fstominc^i i i^d^ti^-.<'atai>ase naici-.. 
and all aspects of t i ie t pnossng i n d u ^ senikig .riotiees, repeit genoaisn %-

1 oiha tundions.lated in'die SFP..The %stem shad be.'aparidable and able to r ; 
wdh the OistiidsJOdf^.tidecto. Sptem within' pPYf^Tttast Ist.t ia J f t a i v : -
est to ie over.d'.ObiTOOa T1ie j |^ 'w i l . inc l i i i£ ' :<^ . is i^^ to.the.t-<> 
hiicticns:J'rainde a means of slain^ locating and retnenigido retrimng jnib r ^ ' 

: isEjisdidiels to indudeappropri^ audit.tTaJbk:Miitaineaia of c o n f i x 
d e ^ t h c v a.methodot Si-in masks (fonii), iKJudngvcrihcatidnotdaavaUya! 

• tane form from nuAiple aiteradM QtZtype dgital display tetnioals. f^wide 1 met-
'CRadng. storing, and operating other .appbcationsoftwaa and prolans to be defiit-: 
a toturedak.'Conprter system softMre, both spetfeaH&ations and syslCTSof^ 
sfai te -usa-orieritaT. The tsn i '";iser~orienlsd"^ inf i iQ dial user ;ersonnd s-^ 

' ati^to use the %stem to locatedata records a jndsing ate wdh anwiimal and.-:̂  
ing sxiiethout contnjdus sopenisoa. .A le ln i inb of tfb conputer system s.v 

. inxaweii:establishdcaRimerdal induct finet All system and 0 ^ ^ 

basiEdVe^'^' '^^' ' '<'nopf*' ' ! ! ' '^ P^'V' ' ' ' ' ' *^ 
and interfxes shall'utilize established novpropriebry tochnique and protxali KF.. 
cutiiient requires a mnpf a 35% partidpation ̂  onorify'Mndn c s t M 
tiiaiMinority.BusinessCppiatiiatyConnassaiijMKC^ . 
t c ' o b l a ^ t a tt« jiBOC A2Q2/9398780;'A"preiiropasd.ainference wi| te .*»' 

. l O Fed ̂ 7: The RFP «A delaj.|heJhod and sublMsiai tmng t n at'questiqns. Prtv: 
. (lsle.sijbniisiB>is5)^^i[Cll61,. 1 ; ^ . . ^ ; ^ , ' , : ^ . ^ ..;• 

' - ^ W H S , 389 Eas( M i h « s e B l d ( . 6 3 2 5 Secur i^ B h d , Battim^ 
- M D 21207 . - , ^ , . v . r r - v - ^. . . 5 . - - • . ' . . - • - . - •= v . 

-. H-EST Of.fWLM'TSOPC.SPEKDING.FO? i iEALIH CARE Sd HC-
022/JD-. SfP;wi« btjefesed 2/87. POC-Joyte' Divai- C o * Speqaisl » l / » . ' 

, h FYs 86 thitagh 87, hCFi^is undertaliing a systepiadc i w a i of the Hatiaal S.'-: 
couits-and related es t ima^ mettiodoiogies.'This process." called a "benchman. 

. dudes a review of te concepts and detinitions undtdyirg tha accounts and an ai ieir i : 
' uppade-data sources,'estimation.tochitques, and data.hanAigaod nanipubticn . 
: used to estimate national spening. Review ol;th*. iwderpnvngs.ol.the h ^ atr 
. has been prompted b>. major SnicturaliChanges ocoaringjo theheadhinckKi^ 

arte in perticulai that has dianged more rai i idythan.oaah^to,Aa^ is that o l . ' 
.bopicsupportfofhealthcare:Jhnii^'te>arlyysarfolMedicafeandUedics:. :••••. 
t fdp l . funded a considerable. ira^'of:Jiead*(-^ie<sp(niing. As pubHc pttps^-^' 
respaisihilfty fa.-prwidingcare tor-.indigents. howerer; and-as chadtaUe givii^ ' r 
the majw philantropies changed the foois ol tiw activity from the provision d j -
development of inftastiucture. The small local charities that taitinued to supK>-- ' 
cartdel are not reprpatat.cAe traditiaialwces'oi datvand HCFAslaff '''-n-
trending tor pfnlahltiiiiiiu didivot healii spending lir.'seterJ years. This sol K< -
the need tor revised and Wianced ests'of: arid methoddc^es f a est phfanditc 

^ ing of heaUi end wfl residt p Ihe cofedm oi data a l r e ^ compiled bfOrganistL-
- SDcationSiicand pteparatiei of ejts. Protosed con» period is a i months. fSr 

arail in Feh.87: Requests tor a copy of the RFP niutt be lieceived iiithin 15 ical 6<' 
the date-of tits pub. AasilaMtyo*. the "sol-is liniitid Snd-wilt be tomished a n '•• 

' caved tiisl^servedbasii'Jhrard of I 'oritr will lie'made (aidng receipt by HCF.' 
quiredintenal/etlenaldearaicts.(016) ' " - i " ' - ' - ^ ' . < .' . " ' "> 

Bureau of the .Census, PrPoirement. Off ice, 'Rm 1547, F : 
WMhington, 0 0 20233. A t tn : Polly Beefcr, 301/763-5234 

H - ASSIST IN PLANNING 19S0 CENSUS The Birau of the Census i i * ^ ; 
negotiate a sole-source'prooirenwit with the Natioial Academy of Sdences. C x r -
qn National Statistics to assist the Bureau in planning fa the 1?90 decennial cer i . i 
sistance will indude coverage measurement evaluation and adjustinent staivianis;; 
native coverage imtrovement raethodologies and reseafdi.'evsluation.'eifBTmer^ 
gram design. The ccvir.ittee «ill '^iew malenais on ccvwaje Mluaticr rescits ' r r 
.ec- -e^5:jc»< •'ri v-e^s **-* ^'V';« - y y^^p . r / " f 'N? i ^ ' r * ' ' r - •:• *V " C -' 
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SA HARRY ORFANOS 
DtRECTOR o r PUBL IC WORKS 
COUNTY ROAD COMMISSIONER 
COUNTY SURVEYOR 
COUNTY ENGINEER 

TELEPHONE 

619-339-4462 

February 18, 198 7 

DEPARTI^ENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

155 SOUTH 1TTH STREET 

EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA 92243-2853 

United States Department of Energy 
Office of Renewable Energy Technologies 
Geothermal Technology Division 
Washington, D. C. 20585 

SUBJECT: Update of Mailing List 

Gentlemen: 

The Imperial County Department of Public Works received the 
reports on the SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROGRAM. 
Attached for you assistance is a Xerox copy of the face sheet 
of the latest report we have received. In order to assist us 
in routing this report to the proper channel, please make the 
following change to your mailing list: 

DELETE; 

ADD: 

Ms. Margaret Rands 
Geothermal Coordinator 
Courthouse 
El Centro, CA 92243 

S. Harry Orfanos 
Director of Public Works 
155 South 11th Street 
El Centro, CA 92243 

Thank you for your assistance. Ms. Rands no longer works for 
the County of Imperial and has not been replaced at this 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EIVIPLOYER 
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Department of Energy Page 2 February 18, 19 87 

time. Routing the report to the Department Head will aid in 
our receiving the information in a timely manner. 

Sincerely yours, 

ORFANOS 
f Public Works 

Mavity 
Deputy Director of Public Works 

Ms Margaret Rands 
GeotherSal Coordinator 
courthouse 
El Centro, CA ^W^^ 

''~-̂ -



SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC 

Report of the Fourth Quarter 

FY 1986 

M FEB 00 1987 i ^ 

IMPERIAL COUNTY 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
Office of Renewable Energy Technologies 

Geothermal Technolog}' Division 
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MAGMA POWER COMPANY 

OFFICE OF 

JOSEPH W. A I D L I N 
VICE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

5143 SUNSET BOULEVARD 

LOS ANSELES, CALIFORNIA S 0 0 2 7 

TELEPHONE (2131 6 6 6 - 1 9 1 0 

April 9, 1987 

Office of Renewable Energy Technology 
Geothermal Technology Division 
Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

Attention: CE-342 

Gentlemen: 

You have been mailing to Tom Hinrichs of Magma Power 
Company the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Program. 
I have in turn been forwarding them to Tom Hinrichs Ue.f'"̂  
at our other Magma Power office. v -̂  

I suggest that you mail the reports directly to Mr. f-̂  
Hinrichs at the new Magma Power Company office, which 
address is: 11770 Bernardo Plaza Court, Suite 366, 
San Diego, CA 92128. 

y 

ii^' 

Yours very truly, 

/OOSEPH W. AIDLIN 

JWA:ac 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL FORM 
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

H ^ ^ 
ACTIVITY ADD DO NOT DETACH FROM ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE 
SOURCECODEPM PUBLIC MAIL 

SPEC INT: CONTROL NO:ES87-0 021 09 
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FROMjrINN,DONALD F NY 0 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY INSTITURE 

SUBJ: RESOURCES 
GEOTHERMAL 
POTENTIAL GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
RESOURCES IN THE WESTERN 
UNITED STATES. 

REMARKS: THIS IS THE SECRETARY'S COPY 
OF A LETTER TO THE WALL STREET 
JOURNAL. 

FOR USE BY ACTION OFFICE ONLY 
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ALL DOCUMENTS FOR OSE PRINCIPALS 
MUST BE FORWARDED TO ̂ ^ O R HNAL PROCESSING 
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February 24, 1987 

Mr. Norman Pearlstine 
Managing Editor 
The Wall Street Journal 
200 Liberty Street 
New York, New York 10281 

Dear Sir: 

What the National Petroleum Council and John Baden (WSJ, 
Feb. 24, p. 32) overlook is the 500,000 MWe potential of 
geothermal energy resources, primarily located in the Western 
United States. 

The DOI's Federal Geothermal Leasing program takes about 
$2 million a year to fund and is currently generating about 
$f7 - $/8 million in royalties, rents and fees. A leasing 
moratorium put in place on October 15, 1986 will extend to 
at least April 15, 1987 and has virtually eliminated new 
applications for geothermal leases even though Congress 
preferred geothermal development in the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 (ITC's, IDC's, depletion, preferred depreciation). 

In California alone, where geothermal development has just 
begun, some 14 Federal geothermal leases covering 12,36 3 
producing acres are supporting 745 I>Me of electrical generation. 
Federal royalties are $16.3 million a year (12.5% of steam sales). 
25% of that goes back to the State, 25% to the local County. 

Imagine what could be done to support development on the other 
331 leases covering 573,876 acres in California and some 42 
leases in Nevada covering 636,700 acres (where 65 fW is about 
to come on stream in Dixie Valley). 

With about 690,000 If/le installed in the U.S.A., what could 
we do with 10 - 20,000 MVJe of geothermal generation over the 
next decade, as the Nation comes to grips with a growing 
perception that coal and nuclear generation may fall short of 
actual needs? 

„̂^̂  Sincerely yours, 

Donald F. X. Finn 
Managing Director 
Geothermal Energy Institute 
342 Madison Avenue - Suite 733 
New York, NY 10173 

212-490-7910 
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'..t Anierica's Increulng dependence upon 
foreign oU ciearty It-cause for concern, a . 
ooncem reflected to i:NaUonal Petroleum 
CtiuncU report that it tcbeduJed to be re
leased today. Given current geologtcal tbe- ' 
oiies, all of the lower 48 states' huge "ele
phant Bekb" of more than a bUllon barrels 
have been discovered. But there Is a prom-... 
ittng area yet to be tapped—federal lands. 
And their exploration and development 
would work best under the aegis of [fflvate 
cnvlronmenta] groups. • 
< Most people assume there is an inher 

ent (Conflict between oil and gas develop
ment and environmental quality, but these 
concerns can be complementary. The chal
lenge is to create new decision-making pro
cesses and incentive structures for the 
management of federal lands. Environ
mental quality and the development of oil : 
and natural gas on federal lands can coex-'.' 
ist, but not under the matrix of existhig in
stitutions. Although the production of oil ; 
and gas can present significant environ- [ 
mental rlslcs to some of the most pristine 
areas of the country, these risks can be 
dramatically reduced. The (ril- and gas- -
producing lands owned by environmental , 
groups and managed primarily for wildlife ' 
provide excellent models •.,•/ . ,-:' 
Closed to Leasing ' : ••' ' • • ^ :: VP^ 
' In a country that prides Itself on the pri

vate ownership of land, the government Is ., 
a surprisingly large owner of real estate. •••' 
The 760 million acres of federally owned ' 
land represent about one-third of the land 
area of the U.&. and less than one-fourth 
of It has been explored for oil and gas. 

• \ r : • • • : ' ' ^ ^ ^ - ' . . • : - ' ^ • • - • • V 

!• Some of the potentially productive Alas
kan properties are home to the last great | 
caribou herds In North America. Potential ; 
producing properties in the lower 48 states, 
Include the Greater Yellowstone Bcosys-' 
tem (outside the naUonal parks) and other 
ecologtcally fragile u e a ^ in the northern 
Rocky Mountains. 

. But the government's record on pre
serving the environment is, at best, spotty. 
And the Forest Service and the Bureau of 
Land Management have no incentive to en-
Joourage the use of federal lands for devel
opment of oU and gas. 
' ^ Energy development doesn't add to the 
agencies' budgets since any payments go 
to the U.S. Treasury, not to the Forest 
Service or the Bureau of Land Manage
ment. Kelther Is the agencies' political 

Land Management's permit program for 
livestock grazing on federal ranges. The 
prices paid for the limited number of as
signed federal permits commonly range 
'from 10% to 50% of those for grazing on 
adjacent private property. Grazing fees, 
Uke oil production royalties, go to the U.S. 
Treasury, not to the Bureau of Land Man
agement. There is no Incentive to seek fair 
market value for these permits. Under-
priced grazing rights serve fo build politi
cal constituencies that In turn foster the 
bureau's pursuit of greater budget alloca
tions to manage the land. 

It would be far better to turn over man
agement of these vrildemess and ecologi
cally sensitive federal lands to private, 
nonprofit environmental concerns. Such 
groups as the Audubon Society and the 

!;i.,-/ .rTh^ 760 million acres of federally owned land repre-
T'Setu about one-third of the land area of the U.S., and less 
'•• than qne-fourth of it has been explored for oil and gas. 

power augmented by Increases in land 
value that result from the discovery of re
coverable oil and gas. In fact, a significant 
disincentive may arise to the extent that 
the agencies are diverted from timber cut
ting afid grazing by the necessity of man-
aging.bU and gas exploration and produc-
tlon.,7 - ; 

' The result of this failed Incentive sys
tem has been a woeful misuse of the re
sources over which these agencies exercise 
administrative authority. For example, the 
Forest Service currently is conducting ex-

Some SOO liuuion'of these ac'rw are admin- '-'• ̂ f^^^- money-'oslng logging operations In 
istered by the U.S. Forest Service and the • *"* ^ig Hole River drainage of Montana 
Bureau of Land Management. Given the . 
possibility of supply Interruptions from the 
Middle Bast, the potential of the federal 
lands Is of great Importance. 

Today, between 40% and 65% of all fed
eral lands are ctosed to oil and gas leasing. ' 
Yet the Government Accounting Office es- ; 
timates that as many as 261 million acres . 
of federal land outside Alaska have pro-: 
ductive oil and gas potential. Mean esti
mates are for IS billion barrels of recover-. 
able oil In the lower 48 states. ' .-,>,';- ,.'• 

The l>est geological prospect in North:' 
America Is in Alaska's I8-mtllion-acre Are-' 
tic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). A': 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service report last 
December estimated that there Is a 95%, 
chance that the ANWR's coastal plain con-' 

plains more than 4.8 billion barrels ol oi l . ; ' 

and the 16.4-mllllon-acre Tongass National 
Forest of southwest Alaska. The economic 
costs of harvesting timber in these areas 
far exceed the commercial value of the 

• timber. Furthermore, much of the timber 
ts harvested by environmentally d«tnic-
Uve methods and there is extensive road 
building to submarginal, remote timber 
stands. These permanent roads-with eight \ 
times the mileage of the U.S. Interstate . 

. Highway System—cause substantial ero- ' 
slon and destroy wUdemess. No private 
logging firm would consider such opera
tions, due to the excessive road-access and .; 

. management costs. Unlike the Forest Serv
ice, firms that.pursue such objectives be-, 
come bankrupt '--.'n V;'̂  • ; ; / 

Another prime example of the failure of 
agency Incentive structure is the Bureau of 

Welder Wildlife Foundation Refuge have 
demonstrated an ability to foster energy 
production and environmental quality. 

For example, the Audubon Society oper
ates the 26,000-plus acre Ralney Sanctuary 
Preserve In southern Louisiana. Natural-
gas wells have operated within the pre
serve for more than 25 years without mea
surable damage to the surrounding ecosys
tem. The preserve Is home to ducks, geese, 
and a variety of mammals including mink, 
otter and deer. On the Welder Wildlife 
Foundation Refuge in Texas-the country's 
largest private refuge-an oil and gas field 
has been operating since the 1930s with no 
significant disturbance of the indigenous 
wildlife. 

In fact, oil and gas production has actu
ally benefited these preserves. Royalties 
from oil and gas production have allowed 
Audubon to purchase additional wildlife 
habitats while improving the management 
and ecological integrity of the Ralney Pre
serve. Revenues from the Welder Refuge 
wells have contributed to wildlife research 
,and the operation of the foundation itself. 
These relationships are symbiotic, not con
frontational. 
' This model could be ex[>anded to the 

'federal lands with the creation of "wllder-
. ness endowment boards" made up of envi

ronmentalists and sportsmen. These 
Ixiards would foster environmental values 
and have the authority to sell, buy and 
manage specific wilderness lands. 

The boards would face incentives to dis-
pose of land with low wilderness or wildlife 
value but high commercial potential and 
to acquire land of low commercial value 
but high wilderness potential. Revenues 
generated from land sales and oil and gas 
royalties would be deposited into accounts 
managed by each board for wilderness 
purehases and wildlife management. Ul(p 
the boards of the Audubon and Welder ref-
uges, the boards administering what are 
BOW federal lands would have Incentives vi 
develop oil and gas prxjsperts In an envV 
ronmentally sensitive manner. •:\ 

The environmental record ot oil explo^ 
ration and production In the Arctic Is, 
highly encouraging. The National Wildlife 
Federation states that. "The oil industry 
spent the last 15 years profitably develop 
Ing Prudhoe Bay and did a commendable 
Job in protecting Its wildlife resources." 
Audubon's Ralney Preserve In Louisian:i 
successfully supports drilling by several 
different companies on a "mere " 26.000 
acres. Surely the 1% ol the 1.5-millionarre 
coastal plain that would bo disturlx'd by 
drilling on the 18-millionarre ANWR (:,ii 
also \ie developed while preserving envi
ronmental values. 
Incentives Would Change 

Major environmental groups. IncludinE 
the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society, 
adamantly oppose any development on Ihe 
ANWR. But if tliese organizations were 
given control over the ANWR and royalties 
from Its oil production, their inrenlives 
would change dramatically. The nation 
and its wildlife would surely be ahead II 
environmental groups managed-or even 
owned-these lands. These groups would 
then face Incentives to develop the aren 
with reasonable environmental constraint 
much as Audubon developed Ralney. 

The Reagan administration, however, 
seems Immune to creative ideas in envi 
ronmental policy. It seems that when offi
cials hear the words "environmental poli
tics," they can think only of Jahe Fonda 
chaining herself to a tree. 

As we approach the 1388 presidential 
election, the twin concerns of energy and 
environment offer huge potentials for pol 
Icy reform. The candidates who articulate 
visions that bring these good things to-

. gether will indeed be attractive. | ' 

Mr. Baden, a member of the Nnlioiial 
Petroleum Council, heads the Mnguire (HI 
and (}ns Inslilute al Southern Mclhodisl 
Vniversilj/ in Dallas. Pat Spillman assisted 
with this article. ,^ . - i . ^ / , ' ' 
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Volcanology, Geochemiatry, and 
Petrology (V^ 

Continenul Scieliufic Drilling Program 

Sal}oi»-Sea"Scienti<ic Drilling Project (SSSBl 
t n i t i i l P r i i i l l i 

Mineral Spearoscopy and Remote Sensing 
Progress in Analytical Techniques With the 

Ion Microprobe 
Isotopic Evolution of Seawater Through 

Geologic Time (O) 
Geochemical Mappirnr " f ' ' ' ° <^"""- {r\-̂  

JUtiiLiltlfic investigauons of the Cameroon 
Phenomenon 

•Personal Couiputei AppliutlOiis'lir 
Volcanology, Geochemistry, and Petrology 
(Posters) 

Volcanology, Geochemistry, 
MuW*etroloj 

SaltonlSea Scientific Drilling Project 
(SSSDP) Initial Results 

This session will report the j 
results ot a research boretiole drilled between 
October 1985 and March 1986 in the Salton 
Sea geothermal field, California. The well 
reached a depth of 3.2 km, where tempera
tures of up to 355°C were encountered. Flow 
tests at 1.8-km and 3.2-km depths produced 
saline brines containing 23 weight % total dis
solved solids. A broadly interdisciplinary pro
gram of geophysical experiments was per
formed at the well. This was followed by geo;^ 
chemical studies of the brines and 
petrological investigations of cores an 
cuttings, which demonstrate transitions from 
lake sediments to hornfelsic rocks with 
greenschist fades mineralogy. Research^ 
terested in contributing to this session shouR 
contact Wilfred Elders, IGPP, University of 
Galifornia, Riverside, CA 92521 or John Sass, 
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA 
94025. 

Scientific Investigations 
of the Cameroons Phenomenon 

In this session the results from the scien? 
tific team that investigated the 198§j;:att!er-
ooTTtakc dicaiitu will be piLMritedTas will 
talks dealing with related processes. For in
formation contact, Paul Krumpe, AID, Wash
ington, DC 20523 (telephone: 202-647-9758); 
or Jack Lockwood, U.S. Geological Survey, 
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, Hawaii (tele
phone; 808-967-7328). 
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DRAFT PRRSS RELEASE •- Xr'-BeiP DRILLING PROJECT 

I^WEDIATE 

Gary Frant2: 768-4591 

DRAFT 

SAN FRANCISCO, September 00, 1984 — Bechtel Group, Inc. has been awarded 

a $5.3 rallllon contract by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to explore 
\MOyln 

the heart o£ a 2 i ^ p geotheriiial̂ (4ef«e**I!at the foot of the San Andreas Fault 

orni near the the Salton Sea.some 10,000 feet b e t ^ California's Imperial Valley. 

The 24''month research project, lAich calls for one of the.deepest 

geothermal wells ever developed in the U.S., may reach into areas ef'î vf' oioev*-

-tpartially cooled magma de€p-4n^side 4;he earth, according to Project Manager 

Thomas E. Lindemuth o£ the firm's Research and Engineering department. 

"We're going to examine thls^geothermal^Sopooitlfrom several angles," 

Lindemuth explained. "Part of our job will be to evaluate its attractiveness 

as a source of power'plant steam. Other tasks will Uect data ab^iL 

the geology and jgcochemlstry of this deep resourcef" Bechtel's ^ y ^ ̂ \ . o >• -

responsibility covers^managing the drilling program and data aOTulsition^as 

well as design and construction of brine treatment facilitlesf'*^<S * C'^p^Uf^i,,,^*. •<t,c^-t*jL. 

The Bechtel contract 

series of nationwide research 

'Sponsored 

''̂  scientific ° 

endeavors exploring other'areas of the earth's crust, explained DOE Project , " • 

Manager John Crawford. Researchers and leading scientists from^roun<k:^he 

wo*id,..al-s<̂ will work with th^-^DOB^ind- Bechtel- on-the project andT will 

conduct various experiments and assessments of scientific interest, he added^ 
|4(\ od(4^^t»in t b D o i t ' * ^c<*'H^ieTvtte.^ \nv* *^^»^ t ;«^ l f ta^C^mdl t * f k c i i i l h e r i (Ui | j^ f , i j .<^r t<;0 

The project will kick off with a ground-breaking ceremony scheduled for 

Thursday, October if^ 1984, beginning at 9;00 a.m. at the project site. The 

work is being undertaken at locations provided by Kennecott Corporation. 

"For this project we plan to drill two wells," noted Crawford. "The, , , ,« 

well will extend through the {de^osrt.Jo a depth of 

10,000 feet. There also will be a second well drilled to reinject t t i e h o t f - o J u c u l 

geothermal brine.back- inte-the -^mmJii&fi:''^ 

03051 * < • ; • 
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Crawford explained that the project hopes to drill a scientific well 

deep enough to tap the area Inside the earth^^Sher? 

with 
ihto 

magma comes Into contact 
r*i.:rva«<' an ajz^uifer, which is the heart of a geothermal^dftpos-i^. "Drilling 

those temperatures an4^4*pth9 id^^rgachlng the limits of current 

technology. We anticipate brine temperatures th^t may exceed 750** F. We 

also may be able to learn how the(|eposiiirecharges itself, and gather 

Information about how the grinding of plates in the earth's c r u s t — and the 

heat that's created — affects a geo.t'hermal resource." 

Some of the data obtained from the well may also be used to examine *he-

ph^fnomena of ore formation, Bechtel's Lindemuth added., "This occurs In a 

geothermal d«f*o»tt, when minerals are dissolved £rew the ItMwr. reaches of a 

geological formation and are redeposited j S higher areas." ^ V ^ 

^"^ P'^?i^.^^Vi«T^^^ ''̂ ^̂ ^̂  of its^i^e^ea^ focus ,̂  and because the 
drilllng^wtH-^encounter a combination of high temperature, pressure and 

Wells for 

<,+,.ii«i^<l^^ 

'V 
flnlty" "̂ fac-tors- never before, dealt with, Lindemnth' said, ..,,.,., .v» 

commercial geothermal plants such' as Ihe Geysers development in ̂ io^thern 

California normally extend to substantially shallower depths.^^^^ "**> '̂ *'̂  

r "^Republic -OeotheFiral ino-, Santa Fe Springs, GAi-will be-a major^ .^ ^ J P ' * ^ 
/subcontractor pr"9viding drilling engineerlng^iJgWre^s, ' 

Preliminary engineering is underway In Bechtel's San Francisco offices. 

^ o pTOjoctyexpected to begin fie44-wwk in February 1985. 
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LS. DEPAATifflENT OF ENERGY 
San Francisco Operations Office 
Geothermal ̂ eep^hlling Proiect 

Contract No. DE-AC03-84-SF12194 

Site Provided By ̂  Kennecott Corporation 

Prime Contractor: ^ Bechtel National, Inc. 
Job Mo. 16937 
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downtown hotel occupied by about 300 permanent 
residents and transients, many of them clients of 
"various agencies of government," Graves said. The 
fire was under control at 3:40 a.m. 

Some residents jumped from windows, some climbed 

Niland research 

said. 
"There was very poor visibility, panicky people, 

unconscious people lying on floors," said Battalion 
Chief Frank Crampton. "We took them out of all the 
windows and down all the staircases." 

j!i~mea«ur6h aiSin' initnsii.y' 
about 4.0. People in high-rise 

I jildings in Salt Lake City felt 
tlie quake, there were reports 
of broken china in western 
Nebraska. 

project well is 
off and running 
An official groundbreaking this 
morning for the new Salton Sea 
Scientific Drilling Program project 
opens the way for work on the new 
geothermal research well southwest 
of Niland. Assisting in the 
groundbreaking are Richard Du Val, 
manager of the San Francisco office 
of U.S. Department of Energy; 
Wilbur Thompson, representative of 
the California State Lands Com
mission; W. Patrick Collins, under
secretary of Department of Energy; 
Robert Dimock Jr., vice president of 
project development of Kennecott; 
John Mock, director of geothermal 
technologies, Department of Energy; 
Dr. Wilfred Elders, project chief 
scientist; George Wang, manager of 
research, and engineering, Bechtel; 
arid Harvey Brush, executive vice 
president of Bechtel. The project is 
a combination of efforts and a 
contract between the Department of 
Energy, Bechtel and Kennecott (of 
Standard Oil). The well is expected 
to reach a depth of 10,000 feet and is 
projected to be the hottest —. , , i n •• • • 

geothermal well in the world. Geothermal research well groundbreaking today m the Valley. 

Wheeler said the firm plans to 
market an innovative cooking oil 
processing system for restaurants 
and fast food outlets that dramati-

See JOBS, Page A2 

TfieietfeTfrom the stale^lJepart-
ment of Mental Health lists records 
keeping and physician participation 
as areas out of compliance. The 

See COUNTY, Page A2 

Weissman gets 
E.G. hospital nod 

Councilman Harry Weissman is 
the new chairman of El Centro 
Community Hospital board. 

The city council Wednesday ap
proved by a 3-1 vote Mayor Randall 
Horton's appointment of Weissman 
to succeed the late Councilman Tony 
Beltran. 

Beltran died Oct. 8 following a 
heart attack. 

Horton said Weissman "is one of 
the senior members of the council 
and has indicated a strong interest in 
the policies of the hospital. I feel that 
he will serve us well in this ca
pacity." 

Weissman, who did not vote, said 
he was surprised at the appointment. 

"I have been very interested in the 
hospital, and I will do my best and 
thank you for your confidence in 
me," Weissman said. 

The council put off to next week 
any action regarding additional fund
ing for completion of the reorganiza
tion legal analysis report for the 
hospital. 

Horton also told the council it 

needs to "recruit the best person 
possible" to succeed Beltran. 

"I personally am going, to be 
recruiting, and I feel that each of you 
are free to do as your conscience 
dictates..But I want the ground rules 
clear from the start," Horton said, 
"so there won't be any mis
understanding." 

Councilwoman Sedalia Sanders, 
who was appointed to fill the vacancy 
created when Ron Hull resigned, said 
she was in favor of appointees, but 
said she felt the "responsibility 
should be left to those officials who 
were elected." 

Weissman said he would not object 
to any appointee "who would just 
serve out the term in case one of us. 
does — heaven forbid ... I'll be 
looking around for-someone in that 
particular area." 

Councilman Jack Dunnam said, 
"As a former appointee and as an ' 
elected (official), I wouldn't have 
any real problem leaving it vacant," 
but "I'll certainly be looking," he 
added. 

Feds promise bil ingual education funds — again 
By Becky Hanks ' 

They got it! Maybe. 
The Brawley School District was informed Wednesday by telephone that 

it will indeed receive the $140,000 bilingual educational funding that was 
suddenly taken from it last week, but district officials are holding back from 
celebrating until the formal paper work and appropriation from Washington, 
D.C, is received. 

District Superintendent Steve Wilson said he received a phone call just 
before noon Wednesday from Frank Boldon, supervisor,of bilingual grants 
in the U.S. Department of Education. Wilson said Boldon informed him that 
the "department would make good" the Title VII (bilingual education) 
funding for the Brawley district, but the school district could not legally 
spend or distribute the funding until they received written confirmation. 

Confirmation of the funding is expected within three to four weeks. 

according to a district spokeswoman. 
Wilson said he was confident the district would actually received the 

funding this time. 
Last week, the elementary school district learned that the Title VII funds 

they had been awarded Sept. 19 would not be available to them after all 
because of a computer glitch that showed more funding available than what 
was actually there. Officials from the bilingual educational department of 
the Department of Education maintained that the school received notification 
over the phone and the award was not official "until they had received written 
confirmation. 

In all, 36 school districts were affected by the computer glitch and had 
verbally confirmed bilingual funding revoked. 

Besides the Brawley School District, the Holtville Unified School District 
was also involved in the funding mix-up. 

According to Robert Lasley, superintendent of the Holtville district, the 
Southend district had also been informed verbally in September it would 
receive Title VII funding. Lasley said they then were told that a computer 
glitch had provided false imformation, and they would not receive the funding 
as promised. 

Lasley said Holtville was informed Wednesday, like Brawley, that the 
bilingual funding would be forthcoming in about four weeks. 

"I'll wait until I see it," Lasley said. He added the district would not do 
anything until it received written confirmation of the grant. 

•The funds are awarded to school districts to aid in educating limited or 
non-English speaking children. Imperial County schools have the highest 
percentage of students with limited proficiency in English in the state. 

Officials in Washington were unavailable for comment or unable to say 
where the additional funding came from. 



GROUND-BREAKING: Words for P. Collins 

The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project is the first well drilling 
project to be attempted under the auspices of the Interagency Accord on 
Continental Scientific Drilling, signed in April, 1984, between the U.S. 
Department of Energy , the U.S. Department of the Interior and the 
National Science Foundation. This project should serve as a model for 
similar and more ambitious projects in the future by demonstrating that 
cooperation between the various agencies of Government, in hand with 
industry and academia, will derive maximum scientific and economic 
benefit to the Nation as a whole. 

By drilling and testing a 10,000 foot well here, the Department of 
Energy seeks to determine the nature of potential geothermal reservoirs 
that underlie a known high-temperature reservoir, in order to better 
understand the genesis and structure of hydrothermal-geothermal 
resources and to assess theories that the nation's hydrothermal 
resources are far larger than previously estimated. 

This well will be made available to the science community so that they 
may achieve expanded knowledge and understanding of the uppermost part 
of the crust of the earth in the United States in order to address 
scientific and societal problems in four broad areas. 

1. Basement structures and Deep Continential Basins — to answer broad 
and specific questions related to understanding the earth's 
continential crust. 

2. Thermal Regimes — To obtain a basic understanding of geothermal 
systems. 

3. Mineral Resources — To obtain a basic understanding of ore-forming 
processes. 

4. Earthquakes — To obtain a basic understanding of earthquake and 
faulting mechanisms. 

The hostile environment expected to be encountered beneath this site 
will severely try our ability to collect scientific data. New and novel 
equipment, methods and techniques will be required. Success will 
provide developers of the geothermal resource with new tools for more 
economical extraction of this valuable resouce. 



WORLD'S DEEPEST GEOTHERMAL WELL PROPOSED: 

THE SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROJECT 

A consortium of federal agencies which sponsor earth sciences research 
and energy technology development is considering a proposal by scientists from 
the University of California, Riverside, to study the deepest, and probably 
hottest, geothermal well in the world. In the Imperial Valley of southern 
California several geothermal fields are being actively developed by industry 
as non-polluting sources of electric power. The largest and hottest of these 
is at the south end of the Salton Sea. Subterranean temperatures in this 
field exceed 690°F at 7,000 feet depth over a wide area. Formerly, the high 
salinity of the water encountered, which contain up to 25% of dissolved salts, 
has been a barrier to the development of this enormous resource. New 
technological developments now hold promise of overcoming this problem. 

A 10 megawatt electric generating plant has operated in the Salton Sea 
field since August 1982 with a 96% availability factor. Two 50 megawatt 
plants are now planned by other industrial concerns. There is also interest 
in extracting chemicals from the brines, which contain unusually high 
contents of metals such as copper, lead, zinc, and even silver. This rare 
association of high temperatures and high salinities is similar to the 
recently discovered deep ocean-floor hot springs in the East Pacific. These 
precipitate a wide array of metallic ores. 

Up to now, scientific study of these unusual phenomena in the Salton Sea 
field has been difficult. This is because information from the thirty 
proprietary geothermal wells drilled by industry so far in the field is 
confidential. However, in the fall of 1982 one developer. Republic 
Geothermal, Inc. (RGI), recognized the need for research on such geothermal 
fields and responded favorably to a request to collaborate with researchers at 
the University of California, Riverside (UCR), Drs. W. A. Elders and L. H. 
Cohen. These investigators have a contract with the Office of Nuclear Waste 
Isolation to study naturally-occurring radioactive elements in hot brines. 
They are investigating geothermal fields as natural analogs of possible 
conditions in a nuclear waste repository. The idea is to obtain data to model 
the potential for migration of dissolved radionuclides away from proposed 
waste repositories in salt mines. 

Further discussion between the UCR group and RGI led to the even more 
ambitious plan to "add-on" to a well to be drilled by RGI in the spring of 
1983. This well, in the eastern part of the field, is scheduled to reach 
12,000 feet depth. As a first step, the UCR proposal requests funds to pay 
added costs of obtaining rock and brine samples and other data from this well. 
Funds are also requested to explore the roots of this geothermal system by 
deepening the well to 18,000 feet, the limit of the available drilling rig. 
All of the information obtained would be released to the scientific community. 

The most ambitious aim of the proposed experiment is to approach the heat 
source which the UCR group believes to be intrusions of molten rock from 
below. The first 12,000 feet of the well will yield more samples and data to 
the public domain than are available from any commercial geothermal well yet 



drilled in the U.S.A. Deepening the well to 18,000 feet will explore an 
extreme environment of pressure and temperature never before investigated 
directly. The well would explore for steam at depths and pressures (and 
probably temperatures) greater than any other geothermal well anywhere in the 
world. The UCR scientists speculate that the well may encounter 
"superconvection." According to a recent theory, at high enough pressures and 
temperatures, fluids can flow much faster than is possible at less extreme 
conditions. Although such deep wells are more expensive to drill, if 
"superconvection" were to occur, the power output from them would be many 
times greater than that from shallower wells. 

The data and samples obtained from this deep well will be used to 
interpret the three-dimensional geological structure and hydrology of the this 
geothermal resource. However, just as important, it will help develop 
necessary technology and experience in drilling and producing steam from wells 
which are much deeper and hotter than those currently employed by the 
geothermal industry. Drs. Elders and Cohen believe that such experiments have 
the potential, in the long term, of enormously increasing the size of the 
known geothermal energy resources of the country. 

They point out that RGI will have invested some $15 million in developing 
this site by the time it is brought into steam production. The UCR 
researchers propose to "piggy-back" on this investment by seeking a further 
$6 million of government and other funds to cover the additional engineering 
and scientific costs of the proposed experiment. Dr. Elders stated, "This is 
a wonderful opportunity for collaboration between industry and government with 
a high potential for important new scientific returns. In my opinion, it is 
exactly the kind of high risk basic and applied research which should be 
supported by the appropriate federal agencies." 



ESTIMATED BUDGET FOR THE SALTON SEA SCIENTIFIC DRILLING PROJECT 

DOE 
RGI 
$K 

NSF 

^K^ 
TOTAL 
$K 

Phase 1 - FY 83 Expenditures 

Coring, sampling, logging 
Mechanical modifications 225.0 

130.0 

Salaries, expendibles, curation, 
administration, science support 

50.6 

TOTALS PHASE 1 225.0 180.6 405.6 

Phase 2 - FY 84 Expenditures 

2Â  Deepening well, etc. 3,280.0 
2B Fracture stimulation, experiment 965.0 

Curation, administration, 
science support 

2C Restoring well to production 440.0 

TOTALS PHASE 2 4,685.0 

276.0 

276.0 4,970.0 

Phase 3 - FY 84 Expenditures 

Science, salaries, etc. 
Overhead 

477.0 
117.0 

TOTALS PHASE 3 594.0 594.0 

TOTAL PROPOSED COSTS PHASE 1, 2, 3, $4.910.0 $1.050.6 $5.969.6 



World's Deepest 
Geothermal Well 
Proposed at Salton Sea 

Editor's Note: If it is funded, this proposed deep well 
project could be one of the most important research 
events of the decade. Let us keep in mind that projects 
such as this are the life blood of a growing industry. 

A proposal to drill the world's 
deepest well (18,000 ft) into the 
Salton Sea geothermal anomaly near 
Niland in the Imperial Valley of 
California was submitted to the 
National Science Foundation. The 
"Salton Sea Scientific Drilling 
Project" submitted on November 5, 
1982, was co-authored by Drs. 
Wilfred Elders and Lewis Cohen of 
the University of California, River
side. On December 8, 1982, the 
Continental Scientific Drilling 
Committee met in San Francisco in 
an open meeting to discuss the pro
posal. (Another proposal to do deep 
drilling and related research in the 
Valles Caldera of New Mexico is 
reported to be in preparation by an 
ad-hoc group that met in New 
Mexico in early October of 1982.) 

The project—a three-way effort 
between the University of California, 
Riverside, the National Science 
F o u n d a t i o n , and R e p u b l i c 
Geothermal, Inc. of Santa Fe 
Springs, California—will begin in 
March 1983. Republic plans to drill a 
third well on its fee lease which is 
centered about 1-1/2 miles southwest 
of Niland. There are two existing 
wells on Republic's Niland property. 
The well is scheduled to 12,000 ft and 
will eventually become a producer 
for a planned 49 MW power plant 
that should be operational in late 
1985. 

The proposal calls for the drilling 
and completion of this well with 
larger diameter hole and casing that 
would allow its deepening to 18,000 
ft. Republic is receptive to the 
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interim use of the well ("add ons") as 
a research project. 

Following is a description of the 
three Project Phases together with an 
outline of the proposed budget: 

PHASE I 

Republic plans to drill its well to 
12.000 ft at a cost of S2.6 million. The 
first phase would "add 6n" the 
following components: 

1. Limited coring and water 
sampling during the drilling opera
tion to 12.000 ft. and 

2. Increasing the hole diameter 
to provide for a special casing 
completion program that will allow 
the well to be deepened to 18.000 ft. 

Cost S 410,000 

PHASE II 

Phase IIA -continuous coring and 
limited fluid sampling of the well as it 
is deepened from 12,000 to 18.000 ft. 
Open-hole wireline logging and 
production testing. No casing is to be 
run. 

Cost S3.280.000 

Phase II B - Perform a fracture 
dilation and well stimulation 
experiment. 

Cost $ 970,000 

Phase I IC- Restoration of the well 
to a production mode and other 
related costs. 

Cost $ 720,000 

PHASE III 

Study of down-hole core samples 
and preparation of final report. 

Cost $ 590,000 

Total Cost $5,971,000 

Finally, there will be a period of 
time set aside from August 1984 to 
June 1985 when the well will be 
available for research projects 
sponsored by other parties. 

The benefits of this research 
project could be far-reaching and 
have a positive impact on the 
development of geothermal energy 
world-wide. Among the numerous 

primary data collection possibilities 
are: 

1. The possible existence of 
superconvecting geothermal systems 
and the economic implications 
thereof, 

2. The nature of the heat source 
and its lithologic characteristics, and 

3. The possibility of solution 
mining and metal recovery from deep 
circulating brines. 

If you wish to know more about 
this proposed project, contact 
Wilfred Elders, Ph.D., Institute of 
Geophysics and Planetary Physics, 
University of California, Riverside. 
CA 92521, 1-714/787-3439. CT. 
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The geothermal Templifier® heat pump system can offer lower 

installation and operating costs. . .an attractive return on investment 

is possible even over a conventional fossil-fired boiler system. 

How? Low level geothermal heat,can be temperature-amplified by 

as much as 80 to SOT to increase the deliverable hot water 

temperature. 

The Templifier® heat pump can accelerate geothermal use by. . . 

* obtaining higher temperatures (up to 230° R without the expense 

or problems of drilling much deeper wells. 

* upgrading a resource where the flow or temperature is 

inadequate. 

Find out how the Geothermal Templifier® Heat Pump system could 

make sense for your next project. Write McQuay Templifier 

Department, Box 2510, Staunton, VA 24401. 

mcQunv 
GROUP 
mcQuov-Pcnpax Inc.'' 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

BEBKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANCELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIECO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS 

AND PLANETARY PHYSICS 

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 9 2 5 2 1 

February 14, 1983 

To: Recipients of the Proposal "Salton Sea 
Scientific Drilling Project: Phase 1" 

From: W. A. Elders \ A / ^ 

Re: Revised Timetable 

Attached is the latest revision of the proposed timetable for the entire 
Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project. Now that the Federal Loan Guarantee 
has been negotiated. Republic Geothermal, Inc. proposes to order well casing 
in mid-April. Phase 1 drilling would be concluded in December 1983 and Phase 
2 drilling would begin in July 1984, allowing 6 months for surface and 
downhole studies of the first 12,000 ft. of hoTeT THe" remainder of the 
drilling/production schedule will permit a total of 12 months for various 
studies of the interval between 12,000 and 18,000 ft. 

We would again like to emphasize that the range of possible scientific 
and reservoir engineering investigations is not limited to those specifically 
mentioned in our proposal. We would welcome participation by other 
investigators for whom 111/2 months is specifically allotted in the timetable 
under the heading of "Special Logging and Testing". As mentioned in our 
proposal, the Steering Committee will oversee the project planning, 
coordinate experiments, and distribute samples and data among the different 
investigators. 

The management of Republic Geothermal, Inc. have indicated that if this 
project goes forward they will release data on the two adjacent wells on the 
site and would consider the possibility of well-to-well experiments by other 
investigators if consistent with sound engineering practices. 
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Figure 5. Proposed timetable 
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